
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

FIX & FLIP FINANCING, LLC,
a Michigan limited liability company,

Plaintiff,

v. Case No. 2020 -cv-
Hon.

APPRAISAL NATION LLC, a North Carolina Magistrate
Limited liability company,

Defendant.

PL UNKETT COONEY
By: SEAN M. WALSH (P48724)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
38505 Woodward Avenue, Ste. 100
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304
Phone1248-901-4000
Facsimile 1248-901-4040
swalsh@plunkettcooney.com 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Fix & Rip Financing, LLC ("PLAINTIFF"), by its attorneys, states for

its Verified Complaint (the "COMPLAINT") against Defendant Appraisal Nation,

LLC ("DEFENDANT") as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Plaintiff brings this Complaint against Defendant — a North Carolina

limited liability company and national appraisal management company or "AMC,"

for money damages suffered by Plaintiff as a direct and proximate result of

Defendant's breach of the Parties' Contract and/or Defendant's promise of delivering
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an error-free AIV and ARV appraisal of a parcel of residential real property, located

at 344 W. Wieuca Rd. NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30342-3324, hereafter the "PROPERTY"

BACKGROUND OF THE PARTIES 

A. DEFENDANT:

2. Defendant is an AMC, that contracts with qualified appraisers in various

jurisdictions to perform appraisals purchased by customers in those regions, just like

Plaintiff's purchase in Atlanta, Georgia.

3. Defendant is a North Carolina limited liability company, is registered to

do business in Michigan and has its registered agent and address located at:

CSC-Lawyers Incorporating Services
601 Abbot Rd.
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

4. All three of Defendant's managing members are also residents of

North Carolina, and Defendant's North Carolina registered office and principal

place of business are located at:

2626 Glenwood Ave., Ste. 550
Raleigh, North Carolina 27608 (Registered Office); and

500 Gregson Dr., Ste. 120
Cary, N.C. 27511-6232 (Principal Place of Business)

5. Defendant's Michigan registered agent and office-CSC-Lawyers

Incorporating Service — is located at 601 Abbot Rd., East Lansing, Michigan 48823

and a citizen of North Carolina for purposes of diversity of citizenship.
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6. In furtherance of its business, Defendant operates an inter—active

website, wherein it advertises customers of the nature, quality and timing of its

services, and it regularly and systematically solicits customers, takes orders and

delivers appraisals in nearly all fifty (50) state, including in the States of Michigan

and Georgia.

7. Defendant solicits customers, takes orders and delivers appraisals in all

fifty (50) states via its inter-active website, including soliciting customers, taking

orders and delivering appraisals in Michigan and in Georgia.

8. When requests for an appraisal by a party having opened an account

with Defendant, the customer may (and does) submit specific appraisal requests

through Defendant's "CUSTOMER PORTAL."

9. According to Defendant's website (www.apnraisalnation.com)

Defendant is

...America's leading AMC. As an INC 5000 fastest growing private
companies [award] winner four years in a row, [Appraisal Nation]
boast[s] some of the fastest turn times, lowest revision rates and highest
rated customer service in the industry."

See Appraisal Nation, LLC website page entitled, "Who is Appraisal Nation?"

attached and incorporated as Exhibit A.

10. Defendant is licensed and registered to conduct business in

virtually all 50 states, including in Michigan and Georgia, and it does, regular and

systematic business in the State of Michigan and Georgia.
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11. Defendant is licensed throughout the United States, including in

Michigan and Georgia, where its license numbers are 1202000090 (MI) and 111

(GA), but Defendant is a citizen of the State of North Carolina for purposes of

diversity of citizenship.

12. Like other AMC's, Defendant uses its internet website to solicit

customers, represent to them that it: (a) contracts with licensed, qualified appraisers

in jurisdictions all over the United States; and (b) ensures the compliance, quality

and independence of all appraisals.

13. In furtherance of its nation-wide business, including business in

Michigan and Georgia, Defendant operates an inter-active website, wherein it

advertises the nature, quality and timing of its services, and it regularly and

systematically solicits customers, takes orders and delivers appraisals in all fifty (50)

states, including in the States of Michigan and Georgia.

14. When requests for an appraisal by a party having opened an

account with Defendant, the customer may (and does) submit specific appraisal

requests through Defendant's Customer Portal.

15. In response, Defendant often seeks further information via email

or telephone, and then assigns one of its allegedly qualified, licensed appraisers,

based on the scope of the appraisal, the type of property and the specific requests of

the customer.
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16. Defendant operates its Customer Portal throughout the United

States, for the express purpose of soliciting, accepting and fulfilling appraisal orders

from customers around the Country, including in Georgia and Michigan, and it then

delivers the requested appraisal to those customers, as it did in the case of the

Appraisal provided to Plaintiff.

17. On its website, and in contrast to Plaintiff's experience as to the

accuracy, quality and compliance of its appraisals, Defendant also makes the

following represents to customers in all fifty (50) states - like Plaintiff in Michigan:

Appraisal Nation is dedicated to help ease your growing valuation
regulatory compliance responsibilities. Appraisal Nation is a
privately owned, nationwide Appraisal Management Company
(AMC), licensed in all states that require licensure. Appraisal
Nation considers Appraisal Independence to be crucial to our
industry. The delivery of accurate, independent, unbiased
appraisals is our primary focus. Our appraisal process is
completed in compliance with the Dodd-Frank Act in accordance
with Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR), Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, TILA-RESPA, and the Interagency Appraisal and
Evaluation Guidelines.

Compliance Benefit of Using Appraisal Nation:

• Establishes a clear separation between loan production process
and the appraisal ordering process.

• We are the appraisal QC experts: Appraisals are reviewed by an
automated review software that evaluates up to 1,400 points of
compliance, then will undergo a line-by-line review by one of
our in-house appraisers.

• Every appraiser is thoroughly screened before being placed on
our panel and we consistently monitor their license for
disciplinary action.
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• A11 value reconsideration requests are screened by our QC staff
to ensure the appraiser's independence is not violated.

We've spent years perfecting a cost-effective process that not only
provides you [customers] with the fastest turn times in the industry
but ensures that you receive an appraisal that is free of errors and
ready to make your closing that much quicker.

See Excerpts of Defendant's Website, which are attached and incorporated as

Exhibit B.

18. On its Linked-In social media profile, Defendant further represents to

customers in all fifty (50) states, like Plaintiff in Michigan, that:

...Our goal is to provide honest, accurate information that can
better inform lenders and help homeowners. In today's market it
is vital to find a company who can not only offer you a quality
report but also keep you and your company in compliance with
all regulations. Our up to date valuation products adhere to
USPAP, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, The Dodd-Frank Act and
Appraiser Independence Requirements. Our compliance
department regularly reviews all state and federal appraisal laws
to make sure that our clients are always protected.

A recognized leader of asset valuation management in the
southeast, Appraisal Nation is committed to the betterment of our
industry. As a proud member of TAVMA (Title Appraisal
Vendor Management Association) and the Better Business
Bureau Appraisal Nation is constantly up to date on our ever-
changing industry and holds itself to a higher standard of
accountability.

Whether you choose an AMC for compliance purposes, cost
savings or for ease of centralizing appraisals; know that Appraisal
Nation's multitude of products, services and commitment to
excellence makes us the best solution for [] your collateral
assessment needs.

See www.linkedin.com/company/appraisal-nation/about page, a copy of which is

attached and incorporated as Exhibit C (emphasis added).
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19. In fact, Defendant publicly described the following general nature of its

appraisal quality assurance services in response to several customer complaints with

the Better Business Bureau as follows:

A11 appraisals must comply with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). USPAP was
adopted by Congress in 1989 & contains standards for all
appraisal services, including real estate, personal property,
business, & mass appraisal...Our Quality Control Department
performs an extensive two-part review process on each appraisal.
First, the report is scrubbed via a comprehensive automated
review. This automated review processes & analyzes the report
for compliance, completeness, & consistency. It is a highly
sophisticated platform that significantly enhances appraisal
quality & assurance. Our automated review includes a Fannie
Mae proprietary tool called Collateral Underwriter (CU), which
provides an appraisal risk assessment complete with a risk score,
risk flags, potential over/undervaluation, & (if applicable)
messages to the submitting lender that warrant further review.
CU works by leveraging an extensive database of property
records, market data, & analytical models to analyze appraisals
for quality & risk management. Secondly, a manual line by line
review is conducted by an experienced Quality Control
Specialist (QCS). The QCS is a trained real estate professional
with intimate knowledge of appraisal reports & methodologies.
These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall quality
of the appraisal report.

All appraisal reports must comply with the Uniform Standards
of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DF), and
Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR). Withholding
payment to an appraiser based solely on value would be in direct
violation of both DF and AIR.

See the selection of Defendant's responses to the BBB Complaints, which are

attached and incorporated as Exhibit D (emphasis added).
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B. PLAINTIFF:

20. Plaintiff is a Michigan limited liability company, Mr. Jeffrey S. Jones is

Plaintiff's principal and registered agent, and both Plaintiff and Mr. Jones are citizens

of the State of Michigan for purposes of diversity of citizenship.

21. Plaintiff and its affiliate, non-party Fix & Flip Processing, LLC, are in

the business of identifying, purchasing, financing, rehabilitating and re-selling

residential real property for a profit.

22. Plaintiff's registered office is located at 4036 Telegraph Rd., Ste. 200,

Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48302, and its principle place of business is located at

1665 Pine Forest Dr., Commerce Twp., Michigan 48390.

23. Plaintiff conducts business throughout the State of Michigan and

beyond, but it is also a citizen of the State of Michigan for purposes of diversity of

citizenship.

JURISDICTION & VENUE 

24. There is complete diversity of citizenship among the Parties for

purposes of diversity jurisdiction, and the amount in controversy, exclusive of costs,

interest and attorneys' fees, exceeds $75,000.00.

25. Subject matter jurisdiction is, therefore, proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

§1332, and venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391.
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26. Finally, this Court may exercise general and limited personal

jurisdiction over Defendant pursuant to Michigan's long-arm statute, being M.C.L.A.

§600.711, et. Seq. and M.C.L.A. §600.715, et. seq., and the Due Process Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution because Defendant: (a) regularly

and systematically solicits customers, contracts with orders from those customers in

Michigan; and (b) Plaintiff contracted with Defendant and ordered the Appraisal at

issue via Defendant's Internet website Customer Portal.

THE TRANSACTION AMONG PLAINTIFF & DEFENDANT 

27. In connection with the core function of its business, Plaintiff agreed to,

and did, purchase the Property for $310,000.00 (in reliance on the AIV provided by

Defendant in the Appraisal), and then invested a pre-determined repair budget to

rehab and then sell the Property, also in reliance on the Appraisal.

28. Plaintiff reasonably relied on the as is value or "AIV" and the as

repaired value or "ARV" provided in the Appraisal delivered by Defendant, and it

based the Original Purchase Price, the repair budget and the re-sale price on the AIV

and ARV provided in the Appraisal.

29. As Plaintiff advised Defendant many times, Plaintiff purchased the

Property for the sole purpose of repairing it (subject to a pre-defined repair budget)

and re-selling it to a third party, all in reliance on the AIV and ARV provided by

Defendant.
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30. Plaintiff even provided Defendant with copies of the proposed repair

plans & proposed budget to ensure that Defendant was aware of the Original

Purchase Price, the intended repair budget and the proposed re-sale price.

31. In short, Plaintiff advised Defendant that it was relying on the AIV and

ARV in the Appraisal to ensure that the sum of the Original Purchase Price + the

repair budget was less than the expected re-sale price.

32. What Plaintiff did not know, but Defendant knew or should have

known, was that Mr. Robert Williams, the "APPRAISER" retained by Defendant to

perform the August 14, 2018, appraisal of the AIV and ARV of the Property (the

"APPRAISAL," a copy of which is attached and incorporated as Exhibit E), never

measured the square footage of gross living area above grade of the Property, either

in its as is condition or following the repair.

33. Had Plaintiff known that the true square footage of gross living area

above grade of the Property in its as is condition was overstated by 612 square feet

(and therefore, that the square footage of gross living area above grade of the

Property following repair was overstated by more than 1,200 square feet), Plaintiff

would have either have spent less on the Original Purchase Price and the repair

budget, or perhaps not even purchased the Property at all.

34. Plaintiff's principal, Mr. Jeffrey Jones, expressly shared this intent with

Defendant.
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35. As a result of the Appraiser's failure, the AIV and ARV in the Appraisal

were erroneous and based on far more square footage of gross living area above grade

than existed at the Property.

36. Plaintiff, therefore, invested far too much in the repair budget, but was

only able to sell the Property for more than $100,000.00 less than the ARV.

37. Plaintiff, therefore, suffered significant damage as a result of

Defendant's delivery of an Appraisal that failed to comply with the Uniform

Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank Wall Street

Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DF) and Appraisal Independence

Requirements (AIR).

COUNT - I
BREACH CONTRACT

38. Plaintiff repeats, re-alleges, re-states and incorporates by

reference the allegations of ¶¶1-37 of the Verified Complaint.

39. Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a binding contract for

Defendant's provision of a conforming, error-free Appraisal, that complied with,

among other standards, USPAP.

40. Plaintiff and Defendant entered into their Contract using

Defendant's internet website Customer Portal to set up an account (by tendering its

New Account Setup Form, see Exhibit F) and then by Plaintiffs submission — and

Defendant's acceptance of - an order for the specific Appraisal of the Property.
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41. Plaintiff and Defendant, therefore, entered into a binding

agreement (the "CONTRACT") for an error-free Appraisal that complied with the

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DF) and Appraisal Independence

Requirements (AIR).

42. In short, Defendant promised that the Appraisal would be

reviewed, checked for compliance and delivered without errors.

43. Plaintiff took the following steps to open its account and submit its

order for the Appraisal to Defendant:

a. Plaintiff submitted the New Account Setup Form and transmitted it
to Defendant via Defendant's Customer Portal (Exhibit F);

b. Plaintiff advised Defendant of its intent to use of the AIV and ARV
values of the Appraisal;

c. Plaintiff instructed Defendant that it needed an AIV and ARV value
appraisal because, Plaintiff is and was in the business of purchasing,
repairing and re-selling properties;

d. Plaintiff then submitted its order for the AIV and ARV appraisal of
the residential property it was considering purchasing, repairing and
selling the Property;

e. The Parties exchanged a series of descriptive email communications,
and Defendant's Appraiser prepared the Appraisal of the AIV and
ARV of the Property (Exhibit G);

f. Mr. Williams submitted the Appraisal to Defendant - not Plaintiff-
and Defendant then delivered the Appraisal to Plaintiff.
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44. Plaintiff performed each of its obligations owed to Defendant

under the Contract, but Defendant materially breach the Contract by delivering an

Appraisal that was filled with errors, failed to comply with the Uniform Standards of

Professional Appraisal Practice or "USPAP," among other standards.

45. According to federal regulations, the Appraisal must be used

unless Plaintiff were able to prove that it is inaccurate or that there was appraiser

bias.

46. These new federal regulations also prohibit the lending institution

from obtaining multiple values and using the one they find more favorable.

47. Pursuant to its Contract (or account) with Defendant, Plaintiff

0 ordered an AIV and ARV Appraisal, which was prepared by the Appraiser and

checked by Defendant.

48. Defendant, however, materially breached its duties by failing to

correct the Appraiser's failure to measure or confirm the square footage of gross

living area above grade of the Property (as it existed prior to repair) and by failing .to

correct or confirm the Appraiser's measurement of the gross living area above grade

of the Property (as repaired by Plaintiff).

49. In fact, the Appraiser failed to measure the square footage of the

as is Property, resulting in:
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a. The overstatement of the as is square footage of gross living area above
grade by over 600 square feet, resulting in the overstatement of the AIV;
and

b. The overstatement of the as repaired square footage of gross living area
above grade for the Property, resulting in a grossly inflated ARV of
$732,000.00.

50. The Appraisal, therefore, certainly failed to comply with the Uniform

Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank Wall Street

Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DF) and Appraisal Independence

Requirements (AIR).

51. More importantly, the overstatement of the AIV and ARV, resulted in a

repair budget well in excess of that which was appropriate, and a re-sale price for the

Property that was far less that the ARV, causing Plaintiff to lose money.

52. Despite Defendant's representations, warranties and promises to

Plaintiff, the Appraisal failed to comply with applicable appraisal standards - such as

"USPAP."

53. Indeed, the Appraisal erroneously reports 2,632 square feet of gross

living area above grade for as repaired Property, despite that the actual square feet

of gross living area above grade was only 2,014 square feet — a difference of 618

square feet of gross living area above grade.

54. The Appraisal, therefore, : (a) overstated the as is square footage of

gross living area above grade for the Property by over 600 square feet; (b) overstated

the as is value or AIV as being $333,000.00; and (c) overstated the ARV as being
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$732,000.00, all constituting a failure to comply with USPAP as promised by

Defendant.

55. It is worth noting, that the ARV provided in the Appraisal purportedly

took into account Plaintiff's completion of each and every item on the "REPAIR

LIST," but it was, nonetheless, prepared on the basis of there being 2,632 square feet

of gross living area above grade. See the Repair List, a copy of which is attached and

incorporated as Exhibit H.

56. The ARV, therefore, was grossly overstated as a result of the

Appraiser's negligence, and Defendant breached of its contractual obligation to

check the accuracy and compliance of the Appraisal and deliver an accurate,

compliant product to Plaintiff.

57. As a result, Plaintiff invested far too much into the repairs and was

forced to sell the Property for approximately $662,500.00 — far less than the reported

ARV of $732,000.00.

58. In fact, Plaintiff expressly advised Defendant that it was purchasing the

Property, with the sole intent of repairing it and re-selling it to a third-party at a profit

— a feat that required knowledge of the true ATV, ARV and anticipated Purchase

Price.

59. Plaintiff went further, however, and provided Defendant with copies of

the proposed repair plans & budget, together with the Purchase Price, to ensure that
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Defendant was aware of the amount Plaintiff intended to spend to purchase and repair

of the Property.

60. In short, Defendant's nominal customer, Plaintiff, expressly advised

Defendant that it intended to rely on the Appraisal to ensure that the sum of the

Purchase Price + the repair budget did not exceed the ARV or re-sale price.

61. Plaintiff relied on Defendant's representations and the accuracy of the

contents of the Appraisal to ensure that the Purchase Price Plaintiff agreed upon, the

repair budget Plaintiff allocated and the anticipated re-sale price (at or near the ARV)

were all economically viable, i.e. that Plaintiff would be able to generate a profit from

its efforts.

62. As Defendant promised in its website and in the Contract documents,

the Appraisal report was supposed to have been — what certainly was not -

comprehensively reviewed to ensure that it complied with the Uniform Standards of

Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) guidelines, among other requirements.

63. Similarly, after the Appraisal was submitted to Defendant by the

Appraiser, Defendant assured Plaintiff that it would perform quality assurance

procedures to verify that all proper practices were followed throughout the process

and that the data relied upon is and was accurate, but once again, Defendant failed to

live up to its promises.
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64. Plaintiff relied to its detriment on the Appraisal's overstatement of the

AIV and ARV of the Property, which all drove Plaintiff s: (a) decision to purchase

the Property for the Purchase Price; (b) determination of an excessive repair budget,

i.e. approximately $100,000.00; (c) the decision to sell the Property at a far lower

than expected sale price; and (d) a substantially decreased or eliminated return on

investment.

65. Simply put, Defendant ignored its express representations, warranties

and agreements, i.e. that the Appraisal would be free from defect and comply with

all applicable appraisal standards, and Defendant materially breached the Parties'

contract by, among other things, by:

a. Failing to deliver an Appraisal that Complied with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP);

b. Failing to competently perform an extensive two-part review process on
the Appraisal;

c. Failing to pass the Appraisal through Defendant's comprehensive,
automated review or otherwise analyze the Appraisal for compliance,
completeness & consistency;

d. Failing to pass the Appraisal through Fannie Mae proprietary tool
called Collateral Underwriter (CU), which provides an appraisal risk
assessment complete with a risk score, risk flags, potential
over/undervaluation, & (if applicable) messages to the submitting
lender that warrant further review;

e. Failing to an have experienced Quality Control Specialist (QCS)
conduct a manual line by line review of the Appraisal; and
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f. Failing to ensure that the Appraisal comply with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DF), and
Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR).

66. Plaintiff relied on the representations of the accuracy of the Appraisal

to its significant detriment and, as a result of Defendant's material breaches, Plaintiff

has suffered damages in excess of $75,000.00, separate and apart from interest, costs

and actual attorneys' fees.

COUNT — II (ALTERNATIVE)
PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL

67. Plaintiff repeats, re-alleges, re-states and incorporates by

reference the allegations of TR1-66 of the Verified Complaint.

68. Through its internet website and the documents provided to, and

submitted by, Plaintiff to open the account and order the Appraisal, Defendant

explicitly promised Plaintiff, among other things, that:

a. The Appraisal would comply with the Uniform Standards of

Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and

Consumer Protection Act (DF), and Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR).

Withholding payment to an appraiser based solely on value would be in direct

violation of both DF and AIR;

b. Defendant's appraisal process is completed in compliance with

the Dodd-Frank Act in accordance with Appraisal Independence Requirements
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(AIR), Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, TILA-RESPA, and the Interagency Appraisal and

Evaluation Guidelines;

c. The Appraisal would be reviewed by an automated review

software that evaluates up to 1,400 points of compliance and would then undergo a

line-by-line review by one of our in-house appraisers; and

d. We've [Defendant] spent years perfecting a cost-effective process

that not only provides you [Plaintiff] with the fastest turn times in the industry but

ensures that you receive an appraisal that is free of errors and ready to make your

closing that much quicker.

69. Defendant's promises were clear, definite and unequivocal, and they

were made to Plaintiff [and other customers] to induce Plaintiff to open its account

and order the Appraisal from Defendant.

70. In reliance on Defendant's promises, and to Plaintiff's substantial

detriment, Plaintiff performed all that was expected of it, but Defendant failed to

honor its promises and deliver an error-free Appraisal.

71. Defendant made the promises to induce Plaintiff to order the Appraisal,

and, given its actual knowledge of the purpose of the Appraisal, Defendant could

reasonably foresee that its failure to perform pursuant to the promises would cause

the damages Plaintiff has suffered.
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72. To avoid injustice, this court must specifically enforce Defendant's

promise to Plaintiff.

73. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's failure to perform,

Plaintiff has suffered damages in excess of $75,000, exclusive of costs, interest and

attorneys' fees.

74. Plaintiff, therefore, is entitled to final judgment against Defendant to

compensate it for the substantial and foreseeable damages Plaintiff suffered.

COUNT — III (ALTERNATIVE)
UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

75. Plaintiff repeats, re-alleges, re-states and incorporates by reference the

allegations of ¶¶ 1-74 of the Verified Complaint.

76. The benefit that Plaintiff conferred on Defendant has unjustly enriched

Defendant, without conferring any benefit on Plaintiff, such that Defendant acts

wrongfully in retaining that benefit.

77. Plaintiff did not intend that Defendant retain that benefit without just

compensation, and Plaintiff has otherwise acted equitably in this matter, such that

Defendant must disgorge that benefit to Plaintiff.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this honorable Court

enter final judgment in its favor and against Defendant, awarding Plaintiff the

following relief:

A. Money damages in excess of $75,000.00, plus accrued interest, costs,
expenses and actual attorneys' fees; and

B. Any other or different relief the Court may deem equitable and just
under the circumstances.

Dated: July 15, 2020

Respectfully submitted,

PLUNKETT COONEY

By: /s/ Se i1l. Waid
Sean M. Walsh (P48724)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
38505 Woodward Ave., Suite 100
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304
Swalsh@plunkettcooney.com 
(248) 508-5783 (phone)
(248) 901-4040 (fax)

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury.

Respectfully submitted,

PLUNKETT COONEY

Dated: July 15, 2020

By: /s/ Seax 
Sean M. Walsh (P48724)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
38505 Woodward Ave., Suite 100
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304
Swalsh@plunkettcooney.com
(248) 508-5783 (phone)
(248) 901-4040 (fax)
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VERIFICATION BY JEFFREY JONES 

I, JEFFREY JONES, DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE
FOREGOING FACTS ARE TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE AND
BELIEF. EXECUTED BY ME ON JULY 15, 2020, IN THE CITY OF BLOOMFIELD HILLS,
COUNTY OF OAKLAND, STATE OF MICHIGAN.

Open.25738.02649.24555615-1
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COMPLIANCE 

FULLY COMPLIANT
Appraisal Nation is dedicated to help ease your growing valuation regulatory compliance
responsibilities. Appraisal Nation is a privately owned, nationwide Appraisal Management
Company (AMC), licensed in all states that require licensure. Appraisal Nation considers
Appraisal Independence to be crucial to our industry. The delivery of accurate, independent,
unbiased appraisals is our primary focus. Our appraisal process is completed in compliance
with the Dodd-Frank Act in accordance with Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR),
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, TILA-RESPA, and the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation
Guidelines.

Compliance Benefit of Using Appraisal Nation

• Establishes a clear separation between loan production process and the appraisal
ordering process.

• We are the appraisal QC experts: Appraisals are reviewed by an automated review
software that evaluates up to 1,400 points of compliance, then will undergo a line-by-
line review by one of our in-house appraisers.

• Every appraiser is thoroughly screened before being placed on our panel and we
consistently monitor their license for disciplinary action.

• All value reconsideration requests are screened by our QC staff to ensure the
appraiser's independence is not violated.

Resources

• Dodd Frank Act Link: http://dodd-frank.com/
• TRID link: http://wwwconsumerrinanceAoyfrequlationstinteqrated-mortgagt-

disclosures-under-the-real-estate-settlement-procedures-act-requlation-x-and-the-
truth-in-lending-act-regulation-z/

• Appraisal Subcommittee Link: https://www.asc.qov/Home.aspx 
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Overview

Appraisal Nation is a nationwide appraisal management company (AMC). We
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APPRAISAL NATION, LLC
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU COMPLAINT RESPONSES

Complaint:

This company sent me an apprasier who was unqualified, and not knowledgable on the
market in which I requested an appraisal. The appraisal done on my property was invalid,
inaccurate, and did not meet the standards for a proper appraisal. This is not just some angry home
owner who didn't get what he wanted on an appraisal. If the arguments presented to me were valid,
I would have accepted the appraised value. However, when I tried to dispute this w/ appraiser, he
lied to the lender and literally said I threatened his life, and his family. To which,was obviously a
lie that I can prove in court, because I have the text messages.. The appraisal was inaccurate,
because the appraiser did not count any property north of my property. Every single sold
comparable he provided was SOUTH of my property. When 5 properies sold for the ARV (after
repair value) I was looking for 3-4 blocks north. Which by any appraisal standards, is certainly
useable and fair game. He did not include a single one of them. Instead he included much cheaper
properties that sold 5 blocks south of my property. I had two real estate agents, who knew the area
far better then this appraiser does, say that the ARV was around 240-250.. He also told me over
the phone that he said 2 bedroom houses were less valuable then 3 bedroom houses, the guy is a
unprofessional as they come. He stated that my house, which has 3 bedrooms above grade, was
less valuable and not comparable to a house w/ 2 bedrooms above grade. He's living in a
clownworld, and no one in their right mind would actually think that. The guy was very strange
from the begginning, and I had a bad feeling about him. When he called me at 7pm to set up a time
to view, which I told him that I would get back w/ him once I speak w/ the seller. I then texted him
at 9pm to confirm and time, and he told me that I was unprofessional to contact him so late. He
was the one who contacted me after business hours. Do as I say, not as I do. There is no salvaging
this transaction, and I was completely taken advantage of for $590.00 for an appraisal that was
inaccurate, and not up to par w/ the the other appraisals lye gotten in the past. Ive closed on 8
homes this year, and not one of them was within $5,000 dollars. The appraisal came in $65,000
off of what it should of been. There is no excuse for this. I want a refund immediately, total con-
job. I will also be filing a complaint appraisal foundation.

05/12/2020

Response,:

Appraisal Nation (AN) thoroughly vets all approved appraisers. Each is monitored & rated
to ensure the highest standards of customer service & quality. The appraiser in question is a
seasoned valuation expert who has serviced Chicago, IL & the surrounding markets for fifteen
years. Every appraiser is required by the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) to be geographically competent in the subject market before the acceptance of an
appraisal assignment. Otherwise, the appraiser faces strict penalties up to & including license
revocation. It is evident the complainant communicated with the appraiser once AN delivered the
report to the lender. The appraiser then expressed his concerns to AN regarding alleged threatening
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statements made by the complainant. A review of the "Location Map" included in the appraisal
report identifies three comparable sales located north of the subject property. All comparable sales
utilized by the appraiser are less than one mile from the subject. Of the nine comparable sales used,
all have three bedrooms except comparable number nine. All comparable sales included in the
report are similar to the subject in size, age, quality, condition, etc. An appraiser's opinion of value
is frequently an area of concern for the parties involved in any real estate transaction. An
appraiser's duty is not to select properties with the highest selling prices. Instead, an appraiser
provides an independent, impartial, & objective opinion of value. A successful loan closing does
not measure the credibility of an appraisal report. Appraisal reports are utilized by lenders to assist
in making sound judgments regarding a loan request. To ensure overall accuracy & a supported
value, AN has a rigorous review process that each appraisal report undergoes. Our Quality Control
Department performs an extensive two-part review process on each appraisal. First, the report is
scrubbed via a comprehensive automated review. This automated review processes & analyzes the
report for compliance, completeness, & consistency. It is a highly sophisticated platform that
significantly enhances appraisal quality & assurance. Our automated review includes a Fannie Mae
proprietary tool called Collateral Underwriter (CU), which provides an appraisal risk assessment
complete with a risk score, risk flags, potential over/undervaluation, & (if applicable) messages to
the submitting lender that warrant further review. CU works by leveraging an extensive database
of property records, market data, & analytical models to analyze appraisals for quality & risk
management. Secondly, an experienced Quality Control Specialist (QCS) conducts a manual line
by line review. The QCS is a trained real estate professional with intimate knowledge of appraisal
reports & methodologies. These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall quality of the
appraisal report. The report in question passed both manual & automated examinations as of the
effective date of the appraisal report. AN takes great pride in the level of service we provide to
each customer. We understand the value- sensitive nature of our business. Compliance, quality, &
customer service are the top priorities of our organization. We are committed to providing
outstanding customer service, & we regret the complainant had a negative experience. We
respectfully stand behind the quality of the appraisal report in question

03/13/2020

Complaint:

Grossly under valuation of my property. This was either deliberate, inexperience or
Incompetence on the part of this company. Appraisal Nation is the worst. DO NOT USE THIS
APPRAISAL COMPANY. I repeat DO NOT USE THIS APPRAISAL COMPANY. I am a 20 +
year licensed realtor. And a 10 year + realestate investor. The appraiser for my property used 2
bedroom home's that was not renovated with up to 90 less Sq footage as comparable's for my
property. My property is a 3 bedroom property completely renovated from top to bottom inside &
out. The appraiser valued my property @ just $75,000. I supplied 6 real comps from the mls for
renovated properties similar to mine within a mile radius. The highest fully renovated property
sold just 2 weeks prior to my appraisal for $179,000 that is identical to my property in style of
house, Sq footage & bedrooms. The lowest renovated property sold for $144,000. Properties that
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is on the market in my area is listed starting @ $157,000.00 - $205,000.00. I cram to understand
how the appraiser came up with a value of just $75,000. This is clearly either a example of
purposely under valuing my property or incompetence and no experience on the appraiser
knowledge of valuing properties. I sold a property similar to my current property in the same
Neighboor about 20 houses down in 2009 (when the market was down) for $62,500.00 with only
a 3 day time in the market. When I called Appraisal Nation I was told by a customer service rep &
a manager that they cannot discuss my loan with me. This is not good customer service or good
business practices and is unfair & unequal business practices. I am pursuing legal action for my
money back & the fact I lost a lot of money due to the grossly under valuation of my property.
THIS COMPANY IS NOT EXPERIENCED IN PROPERLY APPRAISING PROPERTIES. DO
NOT USE APPRAISAL NATION.

Response•

Appraisal Nation (AN) is an independent, third-party appraisal management company
(AMC) serving as an administrator & liaison between the lender & the real estate appraiser. AN
does not complete any appraisal nor assess the value of real estate, rather, we manage the appraisal
process for our clients (lenders). All appraisals must comply with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). USPAP was adopted by Congress in 1989 & contains
standards for all appraisal services, including real estate, personal property, business, & mass
appraisal. Per USPAP, our "client" is the party or parties who engage, by employment or contract,
an individual or company to complete an appraisal assignment. AN was engaged by the mortgage
lender to complete an appraisal on the property in question. This engagement made the lender our
client for this assignment. Per USPAP, communication of the details of the assignment are limited,
& often prohibited, to anyone other than the named client. For these reasons we were/are unable
to discuss details of the loan or report with the complainant. All approved appraisers are thoroughly
vetted by AN, monitored, & rated to ensure the highest standards of customer service & quality.
The appraiser in question is a seasoned valuation expert who has serviced the local market for
more than a decade. An appraiser's opinion of value is frequently an area of concern for the parties
involved in any real estate transaction. Real estate appraisers provide independent, impartial, &
objective opinions of value. A successful loan closing does not measure the credibility of an
appraisal report. Appraisal reports are utilized by lenders to assist in making sound judgments
regarding a loan request. All comparable sales utilized by the appraiser are in similar condition
(renovated) & quality and/or adjusted accordingly. Four of the six comparables have the same bed
& bath count as the subject. Additionally, all comparable sales used are similar in size, age, design
style, have similar amenities, & are located in close proximity to the subject property. It is the
market, not the appraiser, which dictates value. The selling prices of the aforementioned
comparable sales range from 50-150k. The final opinion of value given by the appraiser is $90,000.
To ensure overall accuracy & a supported value, AN has a rigorous review process that each
appraisal report undergoes. Our Quality Control Department performs an extensive two-part
review process on each appraisal. First, the report is scrubbed via a comprehensive automated
review. This automated review processes & analyzes the report for compliance, completeness, &
consistency. It is a highly sophisticated platform that significantly enhances appraisal quality &
assurance. Our automated review includes a Fannie Mae proprietary tool called Collateral
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Underwriter (CU), which provides an appraisal risk assessment complete with a risk scare, risk
flags, potential over/undervaluation, & (if applicable) messages to the submitting lender that
warrant further review. CU works by leveraging an extensive database of property records, market
data, & analytical models to analyze appraisals for quality & risk management. Secondly, a manual
line by line review is conducted by an experienced Quality Control Specialist (QCS). The QCS is
a trained real estate professional with intimate knowledge of appraisal reports & methodologies.
These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall quality of the appraisal report. The report
in question passed both manual & automated reviews as of the effective date of the appraisal report.
AN takes great pride in the level of service we provide to each customer. We understand the value
sensitive nature of our business. Compliance, quality, & customer service are the top priorities of
our organization. We are committed to providing outstanding customer service, & we regret the
complainant had a negative experience. We respectfully stand behind the quality of the appraisal
report.

Complaint:

An appraisal was done for a property we are buying. They did not do the appraisal right,
and are requiring another full appraisal charge to do it. The appraisal was done, looking at the
after-appraisal value as either a single family home, or a duplex. Our plan is to finish converting
this to a triplex, which would have higher value. Although they knew we were adding 2 kitchens,
(from our repair scope of work) they refused to adjust the comps using other triplexes in the area.
They are demanding a full appraisal payment in order to re-do the comps and after-repair value.

Response:

AN is a third-party appraisal management company (AMC) serving as an administrator
and liaison between the lender and real estate appraiser. As an AMC we administer a network of
appraisers to fulfill appraisal assignments on behalf of our client, the mortgage lending institution.
AN does not complete any appraisal, rather, we manage the appraisal process for our clients. All
appraisals must comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).
USPAP was adopted by Congress in 1989 and contains standards for all appraisal services,
including real estate, personal property, business, and mass appraisal. Per USPAP, our "client" is
the party or parties who engage, by employment or contract, an individual or company to complete
an appraisal assignment. Appraisal Nation was engaged by the mortgage lender to complete an
appraisal on the file in question. This engagement made the lender our client for this assignment.
Per USPAP, communication of the details of the assignment are limited, and often prohibited, to
anyone other than the named client. For these reasons we are unable to provide commentary
regarding the details of this report. Regarding the fee associated to "...re-do the appraisal...", every
appraiser in our network is an independent contractor whose appraisal business is independently
owned and operated. The appraiser, not AN, sets their fee for each valuation assignment. Due to
the aforementioned, we cannot "Refund the additional payment required...". However, in the spirit
of customer service we will "reduce the added charges...". AN is happy to complete the new request
at cost. Simply reach out to the lender who will contact AN to proceed at the reduced costs.
Appraisal Nation (AN) takes great pride in the level of service we provide to each client.
Compliance, quality, and customer service are the top priorities of our organization.
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Response:

Our company worked with Appraisal Nation on 3 properties now. All were devalued and
not properly marked Our company owns a 4 unit property that we are refinancing. Appraisal Nation
sent an appraiser out that not only had EVERY SINGLE PICTURE MARKED WRONG, he also
showed an ugly picture of the field next to the property (NOT OUR PROPERTY) and said it was
the back yard. There is a storage unit that is clearly marked "STORAGE" on the front door before
you enter but he managed to take pictures of it and say it was a livingroom and bathroom for
another unit!! We paid over $700 for this bogus appraisal. This was our first experience. The
second involves a purchase of a bank owned property. The auditor site has the "as is value at
$380k. We purchased the property for $228k. It has 13 acres, 30x50 heated, water, electric,
concrete pole barn with a 1200 sq ft apartment above it, the home is 3600 sq ft (not including the
finished area in the basement. even though there is a door to access the outside). This home, once
rehabbed, will be listed at $450-485k. It was appraised at $340k. How is it that this property
appraised below what the county auditor has it taxed at? Appraisal Nation also used comps from
other surrounding cities that are less in value then the city we are purchasing the home. One of the
comps was an 1888 sq ft home on 3 acres in a less desirable area (not even the same city)that I
wouldn't buy in. He went as far as 11 miles out of our city into surrounding rural areas instead of
going less distance a half mile down the road to a home that sold with comparable sq ft, yr built,
less land but same school system, and area? We located 6 more properties in a 8 mile radius that
were better suited and still in our city. This appraisal cost $585 and I want a refund for both
properties. Appraisal Nation costed us not only bogus appraisal costs but lender application fees
since we could not move forward with our loan process based on their crappy knowledge of the
area. If you are reading this, do whatever you can to find a local appraiser that knows the area! Not
to mention...make sure they're competent enough to at least label your property pictures correctly!
I'm seeking legal counsel this week regarding the appraisals and costs we've endured due to this
horrible company! NOT IMPRESSED. KEEP YOUR MONEY LOCAL.

Response:

Appraisal Nation (AN) understands the concerns of the complainant. Often the loan process
is grueling, time-consuming, and expensive. Receiving a report with a value less than anticipated
can understandably be alarming. AN understands the frustration of the complainant. It is our hope
the following response will help address the concerns. Appraisals are not contingent upon a value
nor a guarantee of a closed loan. The loan process and closing are decisions made solely by the
lender. All appraisals must comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP). USPAP was adopted by Congress in 1989 and contains standards for all appraisal
services, including real estate, personal property, business, and mass appraisal. The complaint
references a "...4 unit property...". No other identifying details such as a file#, property address,
etc. have been provided: Our records show only single-family appraisals ordered through
Appraisal Nation with a borrower name of ******** ******** ********** LLC. Our company
also can find no record for a multi-family appraisal for a borrower name, *****. Many lenders
work with multiple AMCs. Depending on the lender, AMCs can be manually selected or arbitrarily
chosen at the time of order entry. The four-unit appraisal referenced is either under a different
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name or was managed by an AMC other than Appraisal Nation. Therefore, we are unable to
comment on the multifamily property. The second property cited, "...bank owned
property...auditor site has the "as is" value at $380k...How is it that this property appraised below
what the county auditor has it taxed at...": The appraiser's opinion of value is $16,510 above the
purchase contract price. The original contract price for this property is $218,490. The appraiser's
opinion of value is $235,000 "as is" and $340,000 "subject to." Assessed value, or tax value, is
very different from appraised value. Assessors place a value on a home in order to levy property
taxes on it. However, their scope of work and methodologies differ from a licensed or certified
appraiser. Assessors often never enter the subject property, and it is not uncommon for them to
derive their values from mass appraisal techniques. The assessor ultimately comes up with a value
(x) and then multiplies that number by a uniform assessment rate (y). What is recorded in public
record, in this case, 380k, was developed from the formula, x(y) = assessed value. Assessed value
does not equal appraised value. It is not uncommon for property owners to present appraisals to
their local municipalities to dispute and ultimately lower the assessed value (tax bill). The
complaint continues, "...used comps from other surrounding cities that are less in value...He went
as far as 11 miles out...We located 6 more properties in a (sic) 8 mile radius that were better
suited...": AN welcomes any information that helps an appraiser accurately complete their j ob. We
encourage professional and productive communication with appraisers regarding the contents,
including value, of an appraisal report. Our client submitted an appraisal dispute on the report in
question. We in turn reviewed and communicated all contents of the appraisal dispute to the
appraiser. The appraiser considered each concern brought forth, including the suggested sales, and
submitted a rebuttal within the appraisal report. All recommended sales were deemed superior to
the subject in quality. Included in the appraisal is commentary from the appraiser addressing
comparable distances. An appraiser's opinion of value is frequently an area of concern for the
parties involved in any real estate transaction. An appraiser provides an independent, impartial,
and objective opinion of value. The credibility of an appraisal report is not measured by a contract
price nor a successful loan closing. Appraisal reports are utilized by lenders to assist in making
sound judgments regarding a loan request. It is important to note that all real estate appraisals
provide an "opinion" of value. All single-family appraisal reports include the following statement
at the bottom of page 2, "Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas
of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting conditions,
and appraiser's certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property
that is the subject of this report is..." To ensure overall accuracy and a supported value AN has a
rigorous review process that each appraisal report undergoes. Our Quality Control Department
performs an extensive two-part review process on each appraisal. First, the report is scrubbed via
a comprehensive automated review. This automated review processes & analyzes the report for
compliance, completeness, & consistency. It is a highly sophisticated platform which significantly
enhances appraisal quality & assurance. Our automated review includes a Fannie Mae proprietary
tool called Collateral Underwriter (CU) which provides an appraisal risk assessment complete with
a risk score, risk flags, potential over/undervaluation, and (if applicable) messages to the
submitting lender that warrant further review. CU works by leveraging an extensive database of
property records, market data, & analytical models to analyze appraisals for quality & risk
management. Secondly, a manual line by line review is conducted by an experienced Quality
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Control Specialist (QCS). The QCS is a trained real estate professional with intimate knowledge
of appraisal reports & methodologies. These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall
quality of the appraisal report. The report in question passed both manual and automated reviews
as of the effective date of the appraisal report. All approved appraisers are thoroughly vetted by
AN, monitored, and rated to ensure the highest standards of customer service and quality. The
appraiser in question is a seasoned valuation expert who has been certified since 2010. This
appraiser has completed numerous valuations in ******, ** and is familiar with the current
market. All appraisers are required by USPAP to be geographically competent in ANY area they
service. The appraiser is also required by USPAP to decline ANY assignments in markets they are
unfamiliar (not geographically competent). Otherwise, they face strict penalties which include
license revocation. This does not mean that all appraisers reside in the same city or county as the
markets they serve. Some appraisers work only a specific city or county. Others work a much
broader area depending on their competency level in each market. AN takes great pride in the level
of service we provide to each customer. We understand the value sensitive nature of our business.
Compliance, quality, and customer service are the top priorities of our organization. We are
committed to providing outstanding customer service, and we regret the complainant had a
negative experience. We respectfully stand behind the quality of the appraisal report.

Response:

Regarding the multifamily appraisal, it was not under *****, it is under ********

******** ********** and the signor is ******** ********. Regarding the recent appraisal only
stating a value of $340k ARV and using properties in ****/********** with only 3 acres and
1800 sq ft...is NOT acceptable comps. I paid an additional $700 to get the property reappraised.
The appraiser used the correct property comps for ****** and based on the homes age, size,
location, and the scope of work to be completed. The appraisal was $100k more then Appraisal
Nations appraisal. This goes to show, Appraisal Nation is a cookie cutter appraisal company with
no knowledge of location and surrounding comps. They are not familiar with ARV and base
appraisals off the "as is" value. Because you purchase a home for $228k doesn't mean that is the
"as is" value. This is a foreclosure and agreed upon amount the bank accepted. I want a refund of
this amount along with a refund for the Wadsworth property. I will be contacting my attorney with
the recent appraisal results. We are moving forward and taking action. Appraisal Nation wants to
assist you in this process. Because the reports passed both the initial automatic and manual reviews,
an official appraisal dispute is needed. If the appraisal disputes deem the reports in question as
incredible, then a refund can be applied. A11 appraisal reports must comply with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (DF), and Appraisal Independence Requirements (AIR). Withholding
payment to an appraiser based solely on value would be in direct violation of both DF and AIR.
This is why an appraisal dispute is required. In reference to the second appraisal completed, our
company recognizes the significant value discrepancy between the reports. However, we are
unable to review and provide commentary on that appraisal. It should be noted, the validity of an
appraisal is not necessarily increased because the value increases. Even if the higher value comes
closer to, equals, or exceeds an anticipated value. You may, however, utilize comparable sales
from that report in the appraisal dispute. Defendable market activity (closed sales) is the best
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evidence to provide in an appraisal dispute. We appreciate your stance and understand your
frustration in this process. We must maintain compliance with all state and federal regulations.
Our business is highly value sensitive and we do not take your concerns lightly. Please submit a
value dispute through lender.

Response:

Appraisal Nation (AN) empathizes & understands the frustration of the complainant.
Receiving an appraisal with a value less than anticipated can understandably be alarming. The
complaint filed expresses concerns regarding (1) appraiser competence, (2) report content
reliability, and (3) the responsiveness of AN concerning the value dispute. AN is a reputable
company that in no way seeks to take advantage of any consumer. It is our hope the following
response addresses all concerns. (1) Appraiser Competence: All approved appraisers are fully
vetted by AN, monitored, and rated to ensure the highest standards of customer service and quality.
The appraiser in question is a seasoned valuation expert who has serviced the state of Florida since
2014. As an independent contractor, he works not only with AN but with numerous AMCs &
lenders. The appraiser has a proven track record of excellence, having completed nearly 250
appraisal reports specifically for AN, with a 95% on-time percentage, a quality of report rating of
4.84 (0-5 scale), and a customer rating of 5 out of 5. (2) Report Content Reliability: AN has
stringent processes that each appraisal report undergoes to ensure overall accuracy and that a
reasonable value is provided. Our Quality Control Department performs an extensive multilayered
review process on each appraisal. First, the report is scrubbed via a comprehensive automated
review. This automated review processes & analyzes the report for compliance, completeness, &
consistency. It is a highly sophisticated platform which significantly enhances appraisal quality &
assurance. Our automated review includes a Fannie Mae proprietary tool called Collateral
Underwriter (CU) which provides an appraisal risk assessment complete with a risk score, risk
flags, potential over/undervaluation, and (if applicable) messages to the submitting lender that
warrant further review. CU works by leveraging an extensive database of property records, market
data, & analytical models to analyze appraisals for quality & risk management. Secondly, a manual
line by line review is conducted by an experienced Quality Control Specialist (QCS). The QCS is
a trained real estate professional with intimate knowledge of appraisal reports & methodologies.
These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall quality of the appraisal report. The report
in question passed both manual and automated reviews as of the effective date of the appraisal
report. An appraiser's opinion of value is frequently an area of concern for the parties involved in
any real estate transaction. It is important to note that all real estate appraisals provide an "opinion"
of value. All single-family appraisal reports include the following statement at the bottom of page
2, "Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property,
defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and appraiser's
certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the
subject of this report is..." (3) Responsiveness of Appraisal Nation (AN): AN always welcomes
any information that helps an appraiser accurately complete their job. In fact, we encourage
professional and productive communication with appraisers regarding the contents (including
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value) of an appraisal report. On 2/12/18, the client submitted an appraisal dispute to AN on the
report in question. We in turn reviewed and communicated all contents of the appraisal dispute to
the appraiser. The appraiser considered each concern brought forth and submitted a rebuttal within
the appraisal report. On 2/16/18, another dispute request was submitted to AN conveying the same
concerns which were submitted and addressed by the appraiser on 2/12/18. At that time, AN
explained the concerns had been adequality addressed by the appraiser. To assist further, AN
suggested that it may be beneficial to all parties to have another local appraiser conduct an
independent review of the report in question. A second appraiser would be able to echo the
concerns raised or validate the results of the original report. A formal independent review of the
original report was ordered and conducted by a new appraiser. The review appraiser agreed with
all contents of the original report and stated, "Is the opinion of market value in the appraisal report
under review accurate as of the effective date of the appraisal report? Yes...The review appraiser
agrees with the original appraiser's value." It should be noted, appraisals are not contingent upon
value nor is accuracy measured by how close the opinion of value is to the purchase price. An
appraisal report is utilized by lenders to assist in making sound judgments regarding a loan request.
The credibility of an appraisal report is not measured by a contract price nor a successful loan
closing. An appraiser provides an independent, impartial, and objective opinion of value. In this
case, two different appraisers provided independent, impartial, and objective opinions of value.
AN takes great pride in the level of service we provide to each customer. We understand the value
sensitive nature of our business. Compliance, quality, professionalism, and reliability are top
priorities of our organization. We are committed to providing outstanding customer service, and
we regret the complainant had a negative experience. We respectfully stand behind the quality of
the appraisal report.

Response:

Appraisal Nation (AN) is a third party appraisal management company (AMC) serving as
an administrator & liaison between the lender & real estate appraiser. As an AMC we administer
a network of appraisers to fulfill appraisal assignments on behalf of our client, the mortgage
lending institution. AN does not complete any appraisal, rather, we manage the appraisal process
for our clients. AN understands the concerns of the complainant. Often the loan process is quite
arduous, time consuming and requires upfront costs. Receiving a report with a value less than
anticipated can understandably be alarming. The time and expense of all parties involved result in
significant distress. Not to mention the pride of ownership which plays a huge factor in the
emotional response of any property owner. AN empathizes & understands the frustration of the
complainant. It is our hope the following response will help address the concerns. Per the
complaint, "...The property is located on a barrier island between the ****** ***** and the
Atlantic Ocean in ***** ***** and is less than 350 yards from the beach, on the east side of ***..."
Location is the single most important factor in real estate. A116 comparable sales utilized by the
appraiser in the report in question are located on the same barrier island between the ****** *****
and the Atlantic Ocean. 3 of the 6 comparable sales in the report are also located close to the beach
and on the east side of ***. 2 of which are in closer proximity to the beach than the subject
property. The remaining 3 comparable sales are located in closer proximity to the ****** *****.
The comparable sales on the east side of *** (same as the subject) were listed or sold for 235k,
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165k, and 187.5k. The comparable sales on the west side of *** were listed or sold for 180k, 275k,
& 330k. Per the complaint, "...One of the comparable properties was sold fifteen (15) months ago,
one ten (10) months ago and one with a lot size half the size of the property in question..."
Comparable sales that transpire within 12 months of the effective date of the report are regularly
used by real estate appraisers. Any sale within 12 months is common and rarely requires
commentary to explain the use of the comparable based on time. Appraisers do sometimes venture
outside of the 12 month time frame. Comparable 2 did sell 15 months ago but was utilized, by the
appraiser because of its proximity, among several other similarities, to the subject property (less
than 1/10 of a mile). It should be noted, the appraiser made a positive time adjustment to
comparable #2 to account for the 15 months since its closing date. Lot sizes vary from property to
property. It is not uncommon for an appraiser to utilize a comparable sale(s) with a lot size variance
which requires an adjustment on the sales grid. The subject property lot size is .24 acre. The
smallest lot of the 6 comparables utilized is .11 acre and the appraiser made a positive site
adjustment to account for the variance. This comparable was utilized by the appraiser because of
its proximity, among several other similarities, to the subject property (less than 1/10 of a mile).
As per the complaint, "...The more comparable properties were rejected... All (suggested)
comparable properties were valued between $262,000.00 and $330,000.00..." AN was contacted
by the lender regarding the appraised value and a formal Reconsideration of Value (ROV) was
submitted. The ROV was fully reviewed and analyzed by the appraiser as well as AN. The ROV
contained 4 suggested sales that were not utilized in the completed appraisal report. Each were
reviewed and deemed less suitable for the appraisal report than those originally chosen by the
appraiser. The appraiser cannot simply use a suggested sale because it has a higher selling price.
A selling price is not the metric in which comparable sales, nor the quality of comparability, are
determined. To be considered for use, the suggested sales must be as comparable as or more
comparable than those utilized by the appraiser in the report. As an example, if the original
comparable sales are located within 1 mile of the subject property and a suggested comparable is
4 miles from the subject, then the appraiser would eliminate the suggested comparable from
consideration as it is not as similar or more similar. The 4 suggested sales were eliminated from
consideration for various reasons (they were not as comparable as or more comparable than those
already used). Per the appraiser, "...All sales provided are west of ***. Sale 1...is over 5 miles
south from the subject, offering 4 bedrooms, 150 sq ft larger, has a garage. Sale 2...was built 21
years after the subject, offers a 2 car garage, tile roof and is over 300 sq ft larger. Sale 3...is also
over 5 miles south from the subject and MLS described as offering a 2/1 main house and perfect
guest suite or master suite on other side of home, with a kitchenette area, remodeled bathroom and
it's own entrance from front or back and sits on a double lot almost 5,000 sq ft larger than the
subject. It also has a fireplace, and updated interior (paint, flooring and kitchen). Sale 4...is over
3.5 miles from subject and offers an updated bathroom..." It is also important to note, as per the
appraisal report, "...The best indicators of value for the subject are original comps 1 & 2 based on
the subject's low C4 overall condition which is based on the lack of updating throughout and
current deferred maintenance as noted in original report. The subject's kitchen cabinets and counter
and baths appear original to the actual age of the improvements and exterior washer/dryer (in with
carport). Comp 1 is a very recent sale, closer than 3 of the 4 sales offered (suggested comps), 300
sq ft larger, superior condition of interior including updated kitchen and baths and offers a garage
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and fireplace. This sale brackets the extreme high end of the subject's value. Comp 2 is dated but
time adjusted based on market extracted data and offers a dwelling of similar overall condition. It
is very close (0.9 miles) in proximity and provides a sale to bracket the extreme low end of the
subjects value estimate." As per the complaint, "There's not a three bedroom, two bathroom, 1,400
ft2, single family residence, in ***** ***** or surrounding areas, for sale at $200,000.00 _ .." 3 of
4 "closed" sales utilized in the report by the appraiser sold for less than 200k (165, 180, 188k). The
remaining closed sale sold for 235k but is 300 square feet larger than the subject and in better
overall condition (general maintenance/upkeep). As per the complaint, "...The refinance of this
property fell through..." Appraisals are not contingent upon value nor a guarantee of a closed loan.
The loan process and closing are not decisions made by the appraiser nor AN. While it is the hope
of any appraiser or AMC that every appraisal for lending purposes results in a closed loan, this
simply is not the litmus test of the appraisal report. The appraisal report is utilized by lenders to
assist in making sound judgements regarding a loan request. The credibility of an appraisal report
is not measured by a successful loan closing. It is not uncommon for a property owner, buyer, or
other party to disagree with the opinion of value of an appraiser. At times, they may vehemently
disagree. AN has stringent processes that each appraisal report goes through to ensure overall
accuracy and that a reasonable value has been provided. Every appraisal report managed by AN
undergoes an extensive two-part review process. First, a manual line by line review is conducted
by an experienced real estate professional. Secondly, the report is scrubbed via a comprehensive
automated review. Our automated review includes a Fannie Mae proprietary tool called Collateral
Underwriter which provides an appraisal risk assessment complete with a risk score, risk flags,
potential over/undervaluation, and (if applicable) messages to the submitting lender that warrant
further review. These reviews are conducted by AN to ensure the overall quality of the appraisal
report. The report in question passed both manual and automated reviews as of the effective date
of the appraisal. AN would like to mention that the lender involved with this loan is a honorable
company. One of the absolute best in the business. Unfortunately, not all loans go smoothly and
even more unfortunate, not all loans close. Many factors play a role in each loan and each appraisal.
This lender does a phenomenal job of navigating the process for their customers. AN is committed
to providing outstanding customer service, and we regret the complainant had a negative
experience. We understand the sensitivity of this situation but respectfully stand behind the quality
of the appraisal report.

Response:

All real estate appraisals provide an "opinion" of value. All single family appraisal reports
include the following statement at the bottom of page 2, "Based on a complete visual inspection
of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and appraiser's certification, my (our) opinion of the market
value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is $..." While it is true the
opinion is based on factual market data it also includes opinions of the professionally trained
appraiser. If 2 appraisers are sent independently to the same property they will often provide 2
different values. Send 6 appraisers & 6 different values will be returned because the opinions of
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each vary, as do property features/specifications and selling prices. The highest value does not
guarantee the highest quality report. Likewise, a lower value does not equal a less credible
appraisal. The compliant mentions a 2nd appraisal & value. Our company does recognize the
significant value discrepancy between the two reports. The validity of an appraisal is not
necessarily increased because the value increases. Even if the higher value comes closer to, equals,
or exceeds the satisfaction level of the property owner. Appraisal Nation (AN) has not reviewed
the 2nd appraisal nor are we aware of the contents of the report. Furthermore, the effective dates
of the reports are different which means the sales data utilized by the appraisers differ. It is possible
new sales occurred that were not available to the original appraiser. This is merely speculation but
could have impacted the outcome of the 2nd appraisal. Federal regulations would prohibit AN
from initiating contact with the 2nd appraiser or AMC regarding the contents of the 2nd report.
For this reason we are unable to comment further on the 2nd appraisal. As part of our due diligence
AN has stringent processes that each appraisal report goes through to ensure overall accuracy and
that a reasonable value has been provided. The report in question passed both manual and
automated reviews as of the effective date of the appraisal. The appraiser's opinion of value is
often an area of concern. It is not uncommon for a property owner to disagree with the value given
on an appraisal. Pride in ownership is understandable and frequently results in the belief of an
undervaluation. AN understands the complainant's point of view. However, appraisals are not
contingent upon value. They are an unbiased opinion of value based on the appraiser's inspection,
expertise, and research of current market activity and trends as of the effective date of the report.
Based on our review of the market evidence researched and presented to us, AN does respectfully
stand behind the quality of the appraisal report. It is our hope the complainant has been able to
move forward with their desired loan. Respectfully, Appraisal Nation.

Open.25738.02649.24518910-1
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LOCATED AT:

344 W Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

FOR:

Fix & Flip Financing, LLC
335 E. Maple Road

Birmingham, MI, 48009

BORROWER:

Larry Flot Investments LLC

AS OF:

August 14, 2018

BY:

Robert I Williams

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Lithla Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5068
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report
009

Fie No. ANS-300729

The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported. opinion of the market value of the subject property.
Property Address 344 W Wieuca Rd NE City Atlanta Slate GA Zip Code 30342
Borrower Larry Flot Investments LLC Owner of Public Record Chad Wodskow & Paul Scheib County Fulton
Legal Description See extra image page 6 entitled "Legal Description"
Assessor's Parcel d 17-0065-0001-040-1 Tax Year 2016 R E Taxes $ 4,430

1— Neighborhood Name North Buckhead Map Re G10enceOOC1 Census Tract 101.14
Occupant 1 ]Owner I Tenant 11X1Vacer Special sreen $ 0 1 1 PUD HOA $ 0 1 1Pe year I loon month

ag Property Rights aised LX1 Fee Sbrlple Leasehold 1 JOtheridesarbel
Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction (X)Other (describe) Ascertain Market Value
LendedGient Fix & Flip Financing. LLC Address 335 E. Maple Road. Birmingham, MI 48009
Is ihe sublet property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective dale of this appraisal? MVOs No
Report data source(s) used, offering ptice(s), and date(s). DOM 468;Accordinq to FMLS #5831938, the subiect property was listed on 04/11/2017
for 345/00,0. It Is currently under contract for $310.000. It was originally listed for $375.000.
I ixj did U did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract For sae or why the analysis was not performed.
The real Estate sale appraiser analyzed the contract and it appears typical for this type of transaction.

F.'* Contract Price $ 310,000 Date of Contract 07/23/2018 Is the property seller the owner of public record? 12()Yes U No Data Source(s) rultonTax
0 
z Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance. etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? U Yes IX) No
(3 If Yes, report the total Wier amount and describe the items to be paid. $0;; No financial assistance provided.

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.

Neighborhood Characteristics One-Unit Housing Trends 0 Unit Housing Present Land Use ¶6

Location Urban Suburban I
da Rural Property Veins Increasing Stant Declining PRICE AGE Ore-Unit 70 %

0 Bu Up X Over 75% 25-75% Under 25% Demand/SuopN Shortage X In Balance Over Supply $(000) (y e) 2-4 Unit 2

o 
o Growth Rapid X. Stable Slow Marketing lime X Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths 200 Low 0 Multi-Family 3 %
x Neighborhood Boundaries The subiect property Is bounded north by 1-285, east by GA Hwyre 2,000 High 90 Commercial 10 %
0 400,south by West Paces Ferry Rd NW, and west by 1-75.iti 700 Pred 60 Other Vcnt 15 %
6 Neighborhood Description The subiects immediate market area consists of homes ranging in size, age & quality of construction. The

subiect Is considered typical of the marketplace. There Is adequate access to area amenities.

Market Conditions (Including support for the above conclusions) The subiect neighborhood has a relatively stable home base with average
suniolv/demand. This leads to stability in pricing and marketing times typically of 0-90 days. Seller paid points and closing
costs of 1 to 4 points are common. Other sales and financing concessions are not typically required.
Dimensions See attached Plat addendum Area 41190 sf Shape Mostly Rectanaular View N;Res;
SeecitC Zoning Classification R4 ZoninoDescrptonResidential
Zoning Compliance NI Lanai ri Legal Noncontomang (Grandrathe ed Use) No Zoning n Itesal (describe/
Is the highest and best use of the subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? LX)Yes L j No It No, describe.

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe) Off-site Improvements—Type Public Private

is Elechicity U Water Street Asphalt
tr, Gas U Sanitary Sewer Alley None

FEMA Special Flood Hum Area [J Yes U No FEMA Flood Zone Zone AE FEMA Map tr 13121CO232F FEMA Map Date 09/18/2013
Are the utilities and off-she Improvements typical for the market area? 1X1Yes LJNo If No, describe.
Are there any adverse silo conditions or external (actors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? U Yos LX..1No If Yes, describe. No adverse
site conditions were noted upon inspection which are considered to adversely affect the marketability of the subject. Any
concealed utility easements are considered typical for the area.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOUNDATION EXTERIOR DESCRIPTION materialscondttion INTERIOR materials/condition
Units [XJ One I lone w th Accessory Ueil X,Concrete Slab Crawl Space Foundation Walls Conc.Slab/Gd Floors Cpt/CerIllw/Gd
li of Stories 2 Full Basement ....„... Partial Basement Exterior Walls Brick/Hardi/Gd Walls Drywall/Gd

IX] Det ( JAI! I 1S DeLled Unit Basement Area 0 sq It Roof Surface Arch Shngl/Gd Trimfirish Wood/Pnt/GoodITI Existing [X) Proposed ( JUnder Const Basement Finish 0% Gutters & Downspouts Alu/Gd Bath Floor Ceramic/Good
Design (Style) Colonial jOutside Ere /Exit 1 I Sump Pump Window Type DoublePane/Gd Bath Wainscot Ceramic/Good
Year Built 2018 Evidence of ( IInfestation Storm Sash/Insulated None Car Storage U None
El-180Iva Age (Yrs) 0 1Dam ness Settlement Screens Yes/Gd XX) Driveway 1t of Cars 2
Attic None Heating IX) FWA 1 HWBB II I Radiant Amenities WoodStove(s) (10 Driveway Surface Concrete
X Drop Stair Stairs ]Other I Fuel Gas X Fireplace(s) R 2

1
Fence None X Garage Yof Cars 1

Floor
y

Scuttle Cooling (X)Central Air Conditioning )X PabolDeck Deck X Porch Porch X Carport >lof Cars 2
Finished Healed Individual I 1 Other Pool None Other None X Aft. I ]Del. I iBuit-in

mi Appliances 1X1Refriee dor IX1 Range/Oven X Dishwasher (X Disposal (X) M rowave (X1Washer/Drver I 10ther Idescrice)

•w Finished area above wade contains: 8 Rooms 4 Bedrooms 3.0 Batlitsi 2.652 Stature Feet of Gross LivingArea Above GradeE
W. Additional features (special energy efficient kerns, etc.). No additional features.
o
/f

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling. etc.). C1;No updates in the prior 15 vears;The
improvements have been very recently constructed and have not previously been occupied. The entire structure and all
components are new and the dwelling features no physical depreciation.

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the properly? U Yes [XJNo II Yes, describe. No
physical conditions were noted which adversely affect the livability, soundness or structural integrity of the property.

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility: style, condition, use_ construction, etc.)? :kJ Yes U No 11 No, descrft) The Subject is
generally considered to conform to the neighborhood/market area in terms of style, utility and construction.

redde the Fern to Nadi MOS 11 onion ProlioxlmiNAGeotemo, e00Z14.1727vrnaci.bzol
Pa?, 1 d6

Farris Abe Finn 1004 Mar112005
1004_051AD 121m375
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report
009

Fie No. ANS-300729

There are 38 comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood mincing in once from $ 429,000 tog 1,790,000 .
There are 68 comparable sales In the subjectneiihbahoodwithinthepasttwelvemonthsrangrgaisalepricefrom$ 260,000 to $ 1,631,008

FEATURE I SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE NO .1 COMPARABLE SALE NO.2 COMPARABLE SALE NO. 3
344 W Wieuca Rd NE
Address Atlanta, GA 30342

820 Novello Ct
Sandy Springs, GA 30342

4330 Rickenbacker Way NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

60 Hardeman Rd
Atlanta, GA 30342

P oximrly to Sub ect 1.62 miles NW 0.16 miles SW 1.37 miles NW
Sale Price $ 310,000 $ 777,400 $ 650.000 $ 630.000
Sato Rice/Gross liv. Area 116.89 sc. f: $ 272.01 se ft. $ 275.89 sq. ft $ 238.55 soil.
D ta Source(s) FMLS #5886973;DOIVI 67 FMLS #6023961;DOM 1 FMLS #5958388;DOM 51
Verification Source(s) FMLS/FultonTaidRealist FMLS/FultonTax/Realist FMLS/FultonTaxfitealist
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION --t$Adustmxrx DESCRIPTION A SA4 ament DESCRIPTION ..-as artikarIne.

Sale or Financing

Concessions

ArmLth
FHA:925

0
0

ArmLth
Conv;1000

0
0

ArmLth
Conv:0

0
0

Date of SalelTime s06/18;c05/18 0 s07/18;c06/18 0 s05/18.c03/18
Location N;Res; N;Res; N;Res; N;Res;
Leasehold/Fee Simple Fee Simple Fee Simple Fee Simple Fee Simple
Site 4 190 sf 4138 sf 15,000 9148 sf 15,000 1.01 ac
view N;Res; N;Res; Niles. N;Res;
Design (Style) DT2;Colonial DT2;Colonial DT2;Colonial DT1-Ranch 0
Cluably of Construction Q3 Q3 Q3 Q3
Actual Age 0 1 0 22 6,600 73 21,900
Condition C1 C1 C2 50,000 C2 50,000
Above Grade To M ms Ba to Total Bans Tool Brims Baths Total Brian Baths

Room Count 8 4 3.0 10 5 4.1 -10,000 8 4 2.1 2,000 9 6 1 3.1 -4,000
GosstivinoAfea35 2,652 so 2,858 sq -7,200 2,356 so. 10,400 2,641 so 400
Basement 8 Finished

Rooms Below Grade

Osf Osf Osf Osf

T Funcr nal Utility Typical Typical Typical Typical
.`), Heating/Cooling FWA/Central ANA/Central FWA/Central FWA/Central

Enemy Efficient Items None None None None
itr- OaraoefCaroon 1qa2cp2clw 2ga2dw 0 2qa2dw 0 lcialdw 5,000a6 Porch/Patio/Deck Deck/Porch PatioICFStoop 0 PtolPtoStoop -2,000 Deck/Porch

Fireplaces 2 Fireplace 1 Fireplace 2,000 1 Fireplace 2.000 None 4,000
.2, Extras None Fence -2,000 Fence -2,000 None
Ug 1 eta c ed _5142S e

Net Adjustment (Total 14- $ 2,200 X H- 82,000 IX J+ I ) - 77,300
If, Adjusted

N of Conoarabl
Sale Price Net Adj -0.3%

Gross Adi 4,7% 775,200
Net Adj. 12.6%
Gross MM. 13.8% $ 732.000

Net Adj. 12.3%

Gross Ad 13.5% $ 707.300r...
I did U did not research the sale or transler history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, evlain The SUbiect and the comparables were
researched for prior sales and transfer activity as required by USPAP.

My research 1,L0 did U did not reveal any p'tor sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Date source is) fULS/GAMLSIFultonTax/Realist
My research U did IV did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year odor to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data source(s) FMLS/GAMLS/FultonTax/Realist
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prim sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE NO. 1 COMPARABLE SALE NO.2 COMPARABLE SALE NO. 3
Date of Prior Sale /Transfer 09/14/2015
Price of Prior SaietTransfer $0
Data Source(s) FultonTax/Realist FultonTax/Realist FultonTax/Realist FultonTax/Realist
Effective Date of Data Sources) 08/14/2018 08114/2018 08/14/2018 08/14/2018
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales The subject property had a joint tenant warranty deed on
09/14/2015 for $0 with the Grantor being Terzetto Dev LLC and the Grantee being Chad Wodskow (Deed Bk/Pq 55422/459).

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach. See Attached Addendum

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $ 732,000
indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach ;732 000 Cost Approach (If developed)g 735,300 Income Approach (If developed) SO
Most emphasis was placed on the Sales Comparison Approach to Value. The Cost Approach was given supportive

Z consideration. The Income (GRM) Approach was not considered as homes are normally not purchased for investment
0 purposes.i=
< This appraisal is made U 'as is," [Xi subject to completion per plans and specifications en the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been completed,r.-1

Ct L_Jsubject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical contition that the repairs or aerations have been completed, or 0 subject to the following requiredz
o inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair: Subject to the improvements listed on the
"Repair List" included in this report.cr.
Based one complete visual Inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser's codification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the reel property that Is the subject of this report Is $ 732,000
as of 08/14/2018 , which Is the date of Inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.
" - - - --- %rip If mfwa. 70j364.0727.vaddrabo,
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The subject property's "as-is" value is $333,000.

U,
1—

b

111
1.1.1

o
0
_i
a
4
0
M

COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value) In estimating the site value of subject and all
comparables the appraiser has relied upon knowledge of the market including analysis of site sales and/or extraction of site
values from sales of improved properties.

6 ESTIMATED I J REPRODUCTION OR IX) REPLACEMENT COST NEW OPINION OF SITE VALUE  150,000
8 Source o cost data Marshall & Swift Dwelling 2,652 So. Ft.@ $ 205.00. - $ 543,660
a. Qua ay rating from cost service Avg Effective date of cost data 03/2016 S. Ft. @ $  =a_
a Comments on Cost Approach (gross Wing area calculations. depreciation, etc.) FP App Extras 20,000
tn- The replacement cost is based on Marshall & Swift Garage/Carport 664 Se. Ft. @ $ 25.00 - 16,600
(..) Residential Cost Handbook, supplemented by the appraisers Total Estimate of Cost-New  . $ 580,260

knowledge. Physical depreciation is based on the Age / Life Less 60 Physical Functional External

Method. In estimating the site value the appraiser has relied Depreaation $0 = Si 0
upon knowledge of the market Including analysis of site Depreciated Cost of Improvements ......... .. ...   = $ 580,260
sales and/or extraction of site values from sales of improved 'As-is' Value of She Improvements  5,000
properties.

Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) 60 Years INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH  = 735,300

to INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Farm. Mae)

o 2 Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ 0 X Gross Rent Multiplier =S 0 Indicated Value by Income Approach

c.) Summary of Income Approach (inducing support for market rent and GRM)z

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUCie Of ap cable)
Is the developer/builder in control at the Homeowners' A 'on 11-10Al? nYes n No Unit pe(s) Detached n Attached
Provide the following information for P Ds ONLY if the developeribeilder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal name of project

z Total lumber of phases Total number ol units Total number of units sold

p
cci

Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of an existi buildings) into a PUD? U Yes U No II Yes, dale of conversion.

R Does the project contain any mulli-rhvellng units? l )Yes I INo Data source(s)

z Are the units, common elements, and recreation factities complete? U Yes No it No, describe the status of completion
0
n
a.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners' Association? U Yes U No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational fealties.

D m eO ruin, m Nor 241029 9'2011 Prcduced 9411p AV iota, KO 234.9727 unt.994.17.499
P&p 3 oi 6

Ferric 1.110 Rail 1004 1.Iarch 2005
1061 09193 ‘2102015
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This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit; including a
unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a manufactured home or a unit
in a condominium or cooperative project.

This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended use, intended user,
definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may expand the scope of work
to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal assignment. Modifications or
deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do not constitute material alterations
to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser's continuing education or membership in an
appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of assumptions
and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual inspection of the
interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the comparable sales from at
least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources, and (5) report his or her analysis,
opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the subject of
this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.

INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is
not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of
title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both parties are well informed
or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a reasonable time is allowed for
exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements
comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative
financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.

*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are readily
identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing adjustments can be
made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional lender that is not already
involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the
financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's reaction to the financing or
concessions based on the appraiser's judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification in this report is subject to the
following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.

2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements. The
sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (or
other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an identified Special
Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or implied, regarding this
determination.

4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of
hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or she became aware of
during the research involved in performing this appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal report, the appraiser has no
knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the property (such as, but not limited to,
needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that
would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or
warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or
testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist. Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of
environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as an environmental assessment of the property.

6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will be
performed in a professional manner.

Fradde Mac Fen 70 Marie 2065 UN) Veaon 92011 PoOSKM:Sr91C1 warive. et0.2342727 offe.alaatctr
Pagedoi6
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APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in this
appraisal report.

2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition of
the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the livability,
soundness, or structural integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the
time this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales comparison
approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach for this appraisal
assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop them, unless otherwise
indicated in this report.

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for sale
of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject property
for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior to the
date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home
that has been built or will be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.

10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.

11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.

12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.

13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.

14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I have
noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of
hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property
or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these adverse conditions in
my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and marketability of the subject
Property.

15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which are
subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.

17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or prospective
personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or completely, my
analysis and/or opinion of market value In this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital status, handicap,
familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the present owners or
occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.

18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not conditioned
on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a predetermined
specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of any party, or the
attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending mortgage loan
application).

19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I relied on
significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal or the
preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this appraisal
report. I certify that any Individual so named Is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make a change to
any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no responsibility for it.

20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that ordered
and will receive this appraisal report.

21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the borrower;
the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other secondary market
participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department, agency, or instrumentality
of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to obtain the appraiser's or
supervisory appraiser's (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal report may be disclosed or
distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other
media).

gradde Mac Foun 70 March 2005 UM) Waco 91011 Prardred Arq AC1 vilware.1110214 9/27 oaw.aawettcco
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22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain laws
and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that
pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.

23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage insurers,
government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part of any
mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this appraisal
report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and valid as if a
paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or criminal
penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States Code, Section
1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser's
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser's analysis,
opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.

4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.

5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this appraisal
report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and valid as if a
paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER.... SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name Robert I Williams
Company Name Dreaming Appraisals
Company Address 5631 Hiram Lithia Springs Rd
Powder Springs, GA 30127
Telephone Number 678-5245068
Email Address ikeguillar606440yahoo.com
Date of Signature and Report 08/17/2018
Effective Date of Appraisal 08/14/2018
State Certification # CR349516
or State License #
or Other (describe)
State GA

State #  

Expiration Date of Certification or License 05/3112019

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED
344 W Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY S

LENDER/CLIENT
Name Appraisal Nation 
Company Name Fix & Flip Financing, LLC
Company Address 335 E. Maple Road

Signature
Name
Company Name 
Company Address 

Telephone Number 
Email Address 
Date of Signature 
State Certification # 
or State License # 
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

SUBJECT PROPERTY
❑ Did not inspect subject property
❑ Did inspect exterior of subject property from street

Date of Inspection  
732,000 ❑ Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property

Date of Inspection

Birmingham, MI 48009
Email Address

COMPARABLE SALES
❑ Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
❑ Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street

Date of Inspection 

"re Me Met Fon 70 Myth 255 UAI) Varaon 02011 Plaited Sry ACI rata.. 0002)12727 raarraciaermar
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Condition Ratings and Definitions

Cl The improvements have been very recently constructed and have not previously been occupied. The entire structure and at components are new and the dwelling features no
physical depreciation.'

'Note: Newly constructed improvements that feature recycled matenes ander components can be considered new dwellings provided that the dwelling is placed on a 100% new
foundation and the recycled materials and the recycled components have been rehabibtated&e-manufactured into like-new condition. Recently constructed improvements that have
not been previously occupied are not considered 'new' if they have any significant physical depreciation a.e. newly constructed dwellings that have been vacant for an extended
period of lime without adequate maintenance or upkeep).

C2 The improvements feature no deferred maintenance, little or no physical depreciation, and require no repairs. Virtually all building components are new or have been recently
repaired, refinished, or rehabilitated. All outdated components and finishes have been updated and/or replaced with components that meet current standards. Dwellings in this category
either are almost new or have been recently completely renovated and are similar in condition to new construction.

Note: The improvements represent a relatively new propedy that is well maintained with no deferred maintenance and little or no physical depreciation, or an older property that has
been recently completely renovated

C3 The improvements are well maintained and feature hinted physical depreciation due to normal wear and tear. Some components, but not every major building component, may
be updated or recently rehabilitated. The structure has been well maintained.

*Note: The improvement is in its first-cycle of replacing shortlived builang components (appliances, &or coverings, HVAC, etc.) and is being well maintained. Its estimated effechVa age
is less than its actual age. It also may reflect a property in which the majority of short-lived building components have been replaced but not to the level of a complete renovation.

C4 The Improvements feature some minor deferred maintenance and physical deterioration due to normal wear and tear. The dwelling has been adequately maintained and requires
only minimal repairs to building components/mechanical systems and cosmetic repairs. All major building components have been adequately maintained and are functionally adequate.

Note: The estimated effective age may be close to or equal to its actual age. It reflects a property fn which some of the short-lived building components have been replaced, and some
short-lived building components are at or near b`ie end of their physical life expectancy' however, they still function adequately. Most mmor repairs have been addressed on an ongoing
basis resulting in an adequately maintained properly

C5 The Improvements feature obvious deferred maintenance and are in need of some significant repairs. Some building components need repairs. rehabilitation. or updating. The
functional utility and overall livability is somewhat diminished due to condition, but the dweling remains useable and functional as a residence.

Note Some Van-cant repairs are needed to the improvements due to the lack of adequate maintenance. It reflects a properly in which many of its shotNived building components are
at the end of or have exceeded !heir physical life expectancy but remain functional.

C6 The improvements have substantial damage or deferred maintenance with deficiencies or defects that are severe enough to affect the safety, soundness, or structural integrity
of the Improvements. The improvements are in need of substantial repairs and rehabilitation, including many or most major components.

`Note: Substantial repairs are needed to the improvements due to the lack of adequate maintenance or property damage. It reflects a property with conditions severe enough to affect
the safety, soundness, or struchiral integhy of the improvements.

Quality Ratings and Definitions

Q1 Dwellings with this quality rating are usually unique structures that are individually designed by an architect for a specified user. Such resdences typically are constructed -from
detailed architectural plans and specifications and feature an exceptionally high level of workmanship and exceptionally high-grade materials throughout the interior and exterior of the
structure. The design features exceptionally high-quality exterior refinements and omamentation, and exceptionally high-quality interior refinements. The workmanship, materials, and
finishes throughout the dwelling are of exceptionally high quality.

Q2 Dwellings with this quality rating are often custom designed for construction on an individual property owners site. However, dwellings in this quality grade are also found in
high-euallty tract developments featuring residences constructed from individual plans or from highly modified or upgraded plans. The design features detailed. high-quality exterior
ornamentation, high-quality interior refinements, and detail. The workmanship, materials, and finishes throughout the dwelling are generally of high or very high quality.

Q3 Dwellings with this quality rating are residences of higher quality built from individual or readily available designer plans in above-standard residential tract developments or on
an individual property owner's site. The design includes significant exterior ornamentation and interiors that are well finished. The workmanship exceeds acceptable standards and
mary materials and finishes throughout the dwelling have been upgraded from 'stock' standards.

Q4 Dwellings with this quality rating meet or exceed the requirelnents of applicable building codes. Standard or modified standard building plans are utilized and the design includes
adequate fenestration and some exterior ornamentation and interior refinements. Materials, workmanship, finish, and equipment are of stock or builder grade and may feature some
upgrades.

05 Dwellings with this quality rating feature economy of construction and basic functionality as main considerations. Such dwellings feature a plain design using readily available or
basic floor plans featuring minimal fenestration and basic finishes with minimal extertor ornamentation and limited interior detail. These dwellings meet minimum building codes and are
constructed with inexpensive, stock materials with limited refinements and upgrades.

06 Dwellings with this quality rating are of basic quality and lower cost; some may not be suitable for year-round occupancy. Such dwellings are often built with simple plans or
without plans, often utilizing the lowest quality building materials. Such dwellings are often built or expanded by persons who are professionally unskilled or possess only minimal
construction skills. Electrical, plumbing, and other mechanical systems and equipment may be minimal or non-existent. Older dwellings may feature one or more substandard or
non-conforming additions to the original structure.

Definitions of Not Updated, Updated, and Remodeled

Not Updated
Little or no updating or modernization. This description includes, but is not limited to, new homes.
Residential properties of fifteen years of age or less often reflect an original condition wilt no updating, it no major components have been replaced or updated. Those over fifteen
years of age are also considered not updated if the appliances, fixtures, and finishes are predominantly dated. An area that is 'Not Updated' may still be well maintained and fully
functional, and this rating does not necessarily imply deferred maintenance en physical /functional deterioration.

Updated
The area of the home has been modified to meet current market expectations. These modifications are limited in terms of both scope and cost.
An updated area of the home should have an improved look and feel, or functional utility. Changes that constitute updates include refurbishment and/or replacing components to meet
existing market expectations. Updates do not include significant alterations tote existing structure.

Remodeled
Significant finish and/or structural changes have been made that Increase utility and appeal through complete replacement and/ or expansion.
A remodeled area reflects fundamental changes that include multiple alterations. These alterations may include some or all of the following: replacement of a major component
(cabinot(s), bathtub, or bathroom Me), relocation of plumbing/gas tixturestappliancos, significant structural alterations (relocating walls, and/or the addition of square footage).
This would Include a complete gutting and rebuild.

Explanation of Bathroom Count

The number of full and half baths is reported by separating the two values by a period. The full bath is represented to the left d the period. The half bath count is represented to the
right of the period. Three-quarter baths are to be counted as a full bath in all cases. Quarter baths (baths that feature only toilet) are not to be included in the bathroom count.

can Vatebn a 2011 Proluccd meg AG! sot., 800 214.872Tworffaaiikt.
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Abbreviations Used in Data Standardization Text

Abbrev. Full Name Appropriate Fields Abbrev. Full Name Appropriate Fields
ac Acres Area, Site in Interior Only Stairs Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
AdjPrk Adjacent to Park Location Lndfl Landfill Location
AdjPwr Adjacent to Power Lines Location LASight Limited Sight View
A Adverse Location & View Listing Listing Sale or Financing Concessions
Armith Arms Length Sale Sale or Financing Concessions MR Mid-Rise Structure Design(Style)
AT Attached Structure Design(Style) Mtn Mountain View View
ba Bathroom(s) Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade N Neutral Location & View
br Bedroom Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade NorArm Non-Arms Length Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
B Beneficial Location & View op Open Garage/Carport
BsyRd Busy Road Location 0 Other Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
cp Carport Garage/Carport Other Design(Style)
Cash Cash Sale or Financing Concessions Prk Park Vew View
CtySlry City V'ew Skyline View View Pstrl Pastoral View View
CtyStr City Street View View PwrLn Power lines View
Comm Commercial Influence Location PubTrn Public Transportation Location

Contracted Date Date of Sale/Time if Recreational (Rec) Room Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
Cony Conventional Sale or Financing Concessions Relo Relocation Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
cv Covered Garage/Carport REO REO Salo Sale or Financing Concessions
CrtOrd Court Ordered Sale Sale or Financing Concessions Res Residential Location & View
DOM Days On Market Data Sources RT Row or Townhouse Design(Slyle)
DT Detached Structure Design(Style) RH Rural Housing - USDA Sale or Financing Concessions
dw Driveway Garage/Carport SD Semi-detached Structure Design(Style)
Estate Estate Sale Sale or Financing Concessions Settlement Date Date of Salerfime

Expiration Dale Date of Saleffimo Short Short Salo Salo or Financing Concessions
FHA Federal Housing Authority Sale or Financing Concessions sI Square Feet Area, Site, Basement

g Garage Garage/Carport Nth Square Meters Area Site, Basement
ga Garage - Attached Garage/Carport Unk Unknown Date of SalerTime

9bi Garage - Built-in Garage/Carport VA Veterans Administration Sale or Financing Concessions
gd Garage - Detached Garage/Carport WO Walk Out Basement Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
GR Garden Structure Design(Style) wu Walk Up Basement Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
GltCse Golf Course Location VVhfr Water Frontage Location
GM/ Golf Course View View Wit Water View View
HR High Rise Structure Design(Style) w Withdrawn Date Date of Sale/Time
Ind Industrial Location & View Woods Woods View View

Other Appraiser-Defined Abbreviations

Abbrev. Full Name Appropriate Fields Abbrev. Full Name Appropriate Fields

UAD Vation 92011 Prod.*/ tEiv AC1 1:0) rri.8727wormaueetz.
Urilorm Apprtsal Dalaset Delnitions

101_0SWO12182),5
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ADDENDUM
Borrower. Larry Plot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wleuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender. Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

The following comment is authorized by in Fannie Mae's Revised Appraisal and Property Report Forms -FAQ's
11/1/2005:

The Intended User of this appraisal report is the Lender/Client. The Intended Use is to evaluate the property that is
the subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction, subject to the stated Scope of Work, purpose of the
appraisal, reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, and Definition of Market Value. No additional
Intended Users are identified by the appraiser.

The following comment is required under Georgia Law Chapter 539-3-.02 on all appraisal assignments completed
after 8/1/2006:

My analysis, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the
Georgia Real Estate Appraiser Classification and Regulation Act and the Rules and Regulations of the Georgia Real
Estate Appraisers Board.

Digital Photos

The Electronic Photos/Digital Images contained in this appraisal have not been modified or altered in any way. They
are accurate representations of the properties on the date of inspection.

The Digital Signatures

The Electronic/Digital Signatures contained in this appraisal are Password protected and conform to
FNMA/FHLMC/FHA Guidelines.

Cost Approach

The cost approach (if developed) has been developed by the appraiser as an analysis to support their opinion of the
property's market value. Use of this data, In whole or In part, for other purposes is not Intended by the appraiser.
Nothing set forth In the appraisal should be relied upon for purposes of determining the amount or type of
Insurance coverage to be placed on the subject property. The appraiser assumes no liability for and does not
guarantee that any Insurable value estimate inferred from this report will result In the subject property being insured
for any loss that may be sustained.

AIR

No employee, director, officer, or agent of the lender, or any other third party acting as a joint
venture partner, independent contractor, appraisal management company, or partner on behalf of
the lender has influenced or attempted to influence the development, reporting, result, or review of
this assignment through coercion, extortion, collusion, compensation, instruction, inducement,
intimidation, bribery or in any other manner.

I have not been contacted by anyone other than the intended user (lender/client as identified on the
first page of the report), borrower, or designated contact to make an appointment to enter the
property. I agree to immediately report any unauthorized contacts either personally by phone or
electronically to the client.
Comments on Sales Comparison
All comparables were drawn from the general market area and considered as representative of the market.
Comparables #1 & 3 exceeded the preferred one mile guideline; however, they were used due to their similarity to
the subject property. They are recent and taken from the same general market area as the subject. They are
considered similar in design, appeal, functional utility and marketability to the subject. And, they are considered to
be good indicators of the subject's market value.

The appraiser made a positive 15K adjustment to comparables #1 & 2 since they differed by more than 10,000 sf in
lot size from the subject property.

The appraiser made a $300 per year actual age adjustment to comparables #2 & 3 because they exceeded the age of
the subject's site by more than ten years and the appraiser makes age adjustment if equal or greater than 10 years
difference.

The appraiser is aware that the subject property's age was not bracketed on the younger side; however, comparable
#1 Is within 1 year of the subject property's age and it is considered to bracket the subject property's age on the
younger end.

The appraiser made a 50K positive condition adjustment for comparables #2 & 3 because it was in inferior condition
to the subject's site in that it was not new construction with the higher end upgrades and nicer finishing touches
similar to the proposed subject property.

Bathrooms were adjusted on a per fixture basis. A full bath has three fixtures. A half bath has two fixtures. For
this report, each fixture is worth $2,000. All bathrooms have been properly adjusted.

The appraiser has relied upon historical paired sales analysis retained within the appraiser's work files based on
prior appraisals within the subject's marketplace for ALL of the adjustments made In the sales comparison grid.

Addendum Page 1 of2
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ADDENDUM
Borrower. Larry Rot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Metres Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender. Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Seller paid points and closing costs of 1 to 4 points are common for the subject property's market area. The
appraiser does not make adjustments for typical sales concessions. This will not effect the subject property's
marketability.

The utilities were on and operating at the time of the inspection.

The appraiser's comparable search parameters began with an FMLS & GAMLS search for single family homes that
sold within the prior 12 months, with a GLA of 2100 sf - 3200 sf, with or without a basement and within the North
Buckhead community. This resulted in eight sales. As a result, the appraiser expanded his search parameters to a
two mile radius. See extra image pages 4 & 5 entitled Farm List to see the sales considered but not used within this
report.

The appraiser gave the most weight to comparable #2 due to it being the median, its recent sales date, its proximity
and its overall similarity to the subject property. This was followed by comparable #1 due to its low net
adjustments, its recent sales date and its overall similarity to the subject property. Lastly, comparable #3 was
considered given its lot size, its recent sales date, its proximity and its overall similarity to the subject property.

"I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of
this report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment." The exposure time
for the opinion of market value for the subject property is 40 days.

No value was given to non-realty items in this transaction.

Appraisers Fee: $450.00
Georgia Registration #111

The subject property is in a flood zone.

The subject property's "as-is" value is $333,000.

Aidenckim Page 2 et 2
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009

Market Conditions Addendum to the Appraisal Report Fie No. ANS-300729

The purpose of this addendum is to provide the lender/client with a clear and accurate understanding of the market trends and conditions prevalent in the subject neighborhood. This is a required

addendum for all appraisal reports with an effective date on or after April 1, 2009.
Property Address 344 W Wieuca Rd NE City Atlanta State GA Zp Code 30342

Borrower Larry Flot Investments LLC

Instructions: The appraiser must use the Information required on this form as the

overall market conditions as reported in the Neighborhood section of the appraisal report

analysts as Indicated below. If any required data Is unavailable or is considered unreliable,

provide data for the shaded areas below; if it is available, however, the appraiser must

median, the appraiser should report the available figure and identify it as an average. Sales

that would be used by a Prospective buyer of the subject property. The appraiser mu,

basis for his/her conclusions,

form. The appraiser

the appraiser

include the data in the

and lislings must be

I explain any anomares

and must provide support for those conclusions. regarding housing trends and

must MI in ail the information to the extent it is available and reliable and must provide

must provide an explanation. It is recognized that not all data sources will be able to

analysis. It data sources provide the required information as an average Instead of the

properties that compete with the subject property, determ ned by applying the criteria

in the data. such as seasonal markets. new construction. foreclosures. etc.
inventory Analysis Prior?-12 Months Prior 4-6 Months Current - 3 Months Overall Trend
Total # of Comparable Sales (Settled) 38 15 15 Increasing X Stable Decining

Dedining

Inaeas' g

Absorption Rale (Total SalestMonrhs) 6.33 5.00 5.00 Increasing Stable

Total 4 of Comparable Active Listings 0 0 38 Dedining Stable

Months of Housing Supply (Total Lis ngsfAb.Rate) 0.00 0.00 7.60 Declining X Stable Mcrae rig

Median Sate & List Price DOM, S lelList % Prior 7-12 Months PriOr4-6 Months Current 3 Months Overall Trend
Medan Comparable Sale Price 596,400 635,600 724,300 IncreasingStable

— 
Dec; ning

Medan Comparable Sales Days on Market 63 37 74 II Declining X Stable Increasing

N u) Medan Comparable List Price 621,800 656,200 743,700 increasag Stable Declining

>f, Median Comparable Listings Days on Market 63 37 74 Declining Stable Increasing
arz median Sale Price as % of List Price 95.92% 96.86% 97.39% Increasing X Stable i Decilning

..,6 Seller-(developer, budder, etc.)paid financial assistance prevalent? rkes LX No j Declining X Stable Increasng

,T, Explain in detail the seller concessions trends for the past 12 months (e.g., seller contributions increased from 3% to 5%, increasing
Seller concessions (primarily in the form of Closing Costs) appear to have remained

use of buydown . dosing costs, condo fees, options. etc.).
stable over the past 12 months.

lrl
0'3
(Li
IX
t-
tu
..Y
X
a

Are foreclosure sales (REO sales) a factor In the market? U Yes DA) No If yes. explain (including the trends In listings and

There is a limited amount of foreclosures and short sales in the area.

sales of foreclosed properties).

Cite data sources for above information. The statistical Data above is taken from the Georaia MLS and/or FMLS based ucion statistical
reports run specifically for this appraisal assignment.

Summarize the above information as support for your conclusions in the Neighborhood section of the appraisal report form.
pending sales andor expred and withdrawn listings, to formulate your conclusions, provide both an explanation and support for your

The GAMLS system does not provide any means to determine the total number of comparable

It you used any additional information, such as an analysis et

conclusions.

active listings for a prior

period. This information is generally unavailable from any GAMLS system and as such is reported as not available. Instead

of Median statistics, average statistics are reported (as permitted by FNMA) as this information is readily available.

lithe subject is a unit n a condominium or cooperative project complete the following: Project Name:

Subject Project Data Prior 7-12 Months Prior 4-6 Months Current 3 Months Overall Trend
Total y of Comparable Sales (Settled) Increasing Stable Declining

Absorption Rale (Total SalesrMon s) Increasing Stable Declining

Total s of Active Comparable Listings Declining Stable Increasing
Months of Unit Supply (Total Listi Ab. Rate) Declining Stable IN:Rasing

((
Li
uu
--,

Are foreclosure sales (REO sales) a factor in the project? U Yes U No It yes, indicate the number of REO listings and explain the trends in li rings and sales of fo eclose0 properties.

0
or
a-
o.
0
O

2z00 Summarize the above trends and address the impact on the subject unit arid project.

W 
Lic

w
z
ix

a 
o_
a-

APPRAISER,,..-
0 

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

at .4.L. 
Signature Signature

Name Robert I Williams Name

Company Name Dreaming Appraisals Company Name

Company Address 5631 Hiram Lfthia Springs Rd Company Address

Powder Springs, GA 30127

State License/Certification # CR349516 State GA State License/Certification # State
Email Address ikequillar60644CdAtahoo.com Email Address

Freckle Ibe Faro 71 Uszch 2009 P,Ixed mill iotelpz.11002114777.reedeJsoos Fame Use Form 1004LIC Vaal 2003
1000/C_20050)09:4
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FLOORPLAN SKETCH

Borrower: Larry Flot investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zp: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Lithia Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5668
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FLOORPLAN SKETCH

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wleuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

State: GA Zip: 30342

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Llthla Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5068
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTO ADDENDUM
Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: OA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

FRONT VIEW OF
SUBJECT PROPERTY

Appraised Date: August 14, 2018
Appraised Value: $ 732,000

REAR VIEW OF
SUBJECT PROPERTY

STREET SCENE
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INTERIOR PHOTOS
Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Fllp Financing, LLC

Kitchen

Comment:
Kitchen

Living Area

Description:
Living

Comment:

Bathroom

Description:
Bath

Comment:

Prcdvosi usiN AC; saftwil. 0001118727mricarAlba,• fiT3A43 10)72(1,
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BATHROOM PHOTOS
Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Bath

Comment:

Water ON

Comment:

Street Scene Other Direction

Comment:

Prcdmed us hi AG iatvare. MO 230W wormscloreb tHT3IHR 061 NIJi
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COMPARABLE PROPERTY PHOTO ADDENDUM

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

COMPARABLE SALE #1

820 Novello CI
Sandy Springs, GA 30342
Sale Date: s06/18;c05/18
Sale Price: $ 777,400

COMPARABLE SALE #2

4330 Rickenbacker Way NE
Atlanta, GA 30342
Sale Date: 807/18; c06/18
Sale Price: $ 650,000

COMPARABLE SALE #3

60 Hardeman Rd
Atlanta, GA 30342
Sale Date: s05/18;c03118
Sale Price: $ 630,000

Case 2:20-cv-11928-DPH-APP   ECF No. 1-6   filed 07/16/20    PageID.63    Page 19 of 45



COMPARABLE PROPERTY PHOTO ADDENDUM

Borrower: Larry Flot Investrnents LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

COMPARABLE SALE #4

332 W Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta, GA 30342
Sale Date: 08/30/2017
Sale Price: $ 330,000

COMPARABLE SALE #5

4237 Rickenbacker Way NE
Atlanta, GA 30342
Sale Date: 04/10/2018
Sale Price: $ 365,000

COMPARABLE SALE #6

376 Valley Brook Dr NE
Atlanta, GA 30342
Sale Date: 06101/2018
Sale Price: $ 495,000

Case 2:20-cv-11928-DPH-APP   ECF No. 1-6   filed 07/16/20    PageID.64    Page 20 of 45



Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W VVieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Mailbox

For Sale Sign

Side View

PubceduriNAC, 4potware.€03Z4,97271concwia.b. Pin"30.212013
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Borrower; Lany Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Side View

Alternate Side View

Covered Stoop

Pruixed ue,hg AC, sots.. SOD 2{4177uon.4"1”.
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Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

NC Unit

Crawl Space

Crawl Space
Fumace

Pnzlowd utpAGsatmare,S00214,377/wrnacio,b. PKTICC212D,3
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Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC

Uncovered Wood Deck

Foyer

Dining

Pr .luced tal-q AC, sotnere,FOOM447771nreran P1a3 09212V 3
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Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC

Den

Laundry

Bedroom

Policed univ AC, software, WO nk77271.eusdorb.• PHT3 052120,3
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Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W INIeuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Drop Stalr Attic

Master Bedroom

Bedroom

Puked uhq AG Kitnae, 600 211.8727'..acioato• PHT3 052120,3
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Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Fuse Box

PnxImed uhriACA Ono.. E00 MI727.,Taci,bocAt 1:N730%120,3
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PLAT MAP

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wleuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

1iv 
r in

7.

s .
i'r c

5Z8

5 301
.,,,,.

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Uthia Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5068
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LOCATION MAP

Borrower: Larry Flat Investments LLC . File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA bp: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financ.Ing, LLC
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FLOOD MAP

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No • ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Meucci Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Flx 8 Flip Financing, LLC

State: GA Zip: 30342

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Uthla Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678524-5060
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Appraiser's License

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC He No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No,: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

STATE OF GEORGIA
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS BOARD

ROBERT I WILLIAMS

348316

IS AUTHORIZED TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN GEORGIA AS A
CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY APPRAISER
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E & O Policy

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC

NAVIGATORS INSURANCE COMPANY

THIS 15 IJOTR A CLAIMS MADE Ar41-.) REPORTED INSURANCE POLTCY,

THIS POLICY tIPPLIES TO THOSE CLANS THAT ARE FIRST MADE AGAINST THE INSURED AND
REPORTED *I WRITING TG THE COMPANY DURING THE POLICY PERIOD

PLEASE REA° THIS POLICY CAREFULLY.

REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS ERRORS AND OMISSIONS INSURANCE POLICY

DECLARATIONS

ros-ovr ',tweet tk: Fit 1 IPA 1411_1,221Q RENEWAL vr pt ii !HA, H,I t_v21...

IJAAIrti INC Mtn. Hmeti I 4'4 'very&

3. ADDRESS' š631 Wain uirta prrifit. kw
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pot MY PERIM. Fitnit Iiiitormx

12;:e ist t rjailtluc I t-r .2 tr. Mr atiac-51 Ýlin

LIMITS Of LIABILITY:
A S l'r:)", 11-1-, ['A:m.1nm I ri l Mt LOAN
12. i .W,M,:,..-. _ _ CI vm txpontes lord

f 4cSCICIL,..., DIII"Nipos Ling 011.10bIllty
C. ,I ..!,74N.N6____.. c kill; t Awning l.i',11,..4

DEDUCTIBLE Ilrettimil claim rIcentrs'i

6. PREWILIM: S. V.I21:4.1

T. RETROACTIVE CATE. C1.'19,2017
N./1,47110 A I I MMUS.

140;k4grIt. 1-irsiMynlliellae 14?iY101.-UtI2. NAY
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Aerial Photo

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Mama Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC
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Farm List

Borrower Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729

Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009

City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC
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Farm List (Continued)

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC
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Assessors Record Card

Borrower: Larry Flat Investments LLC rile No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

344 W WietieS Rd Ne, Atlanta, GA 30342-3324, Fulton County
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Legal Description

Sorrower Latry Flot Investments LLC File No : ANS-300729

Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009

City: Atlanta Slate: GA Zip: 30342

Lender: Fix & Flip Flnancing, LLC
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Subject% Listing

Borrower: Larry Flot lnvestments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fis 8 Flip Financing, LLC
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Appraisai a.
Nation Appralsal Nation Supplemental Value Addendum 009

FEATURE il SUBJECT SUPPLEMENTAL SALE #t SUPPLEMENTAL SALE #2 SUPPLEMENTAL SALE #2I
344 W Wieuca Rd NE
Address Atlanta, GA 30342

332 W Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

4237 Rickenbacker Way NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

376 Valley Brook Dr NE
Atlanta, GA 30342

Proximity to Subect 0.04 miles NW 0.33 miles SW 0.18 miles NE
Sale orice$ 330,000 $ 365,000 495,000
Data Source s) FMLS #58743 5;DOM 30 FMLS #597244;DOM4

J$
FMLS #598137;DOM 5

Verification Source(s) FMLS/FultonTax/Reallst FMLS/FultonTax/Reallst FMLSIFultonTax1Reallst
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION -osAdpem DESCRIPTION ..{-)sktownerir DESCRIPTION .) it4 street

Sale or FinancIng
Concessions

ArmsLength
Cash;0

0
0

ArmsLength
Conv;10950

0
0

ArmsLength
FHA;0

0
0

Date of Saleillme 07/2312018 07/23/2018 0 04/10/2018 0 06101/2018
Location N;Res N;Res N;Res N;Res
LeaseholdiFee Sinte FeeSimple FeeSimple FeeSimple FeeSimple
Site 41190 sf 37374 sf 0 16766 sf 15,000 10572 sf 15,000
Vlew N;Res N;Res N;Res N;Res
Desi n (Style; DT1;Ranch DT1;Ranch DT1;Ranch DT1;Ranch
Quality of Construction Q3 Q3 Q3 Q3
Actuel Aile 81 61 58 0 68 0
Condition C3 C3 C2 -30,000 C2-30,000
Grass Livino Area25.00 326 sa. 280 su ft 1,200 )280 satt.1,150 ,316 saft 250
Roste Courlis Tari. Bdrms Tatle Talai Bens Bail,, roa Ben Bave Tdal Bdrms Belin

Unit #1 /SFR 7 3 2.0 6 3 1.1 1,000 6 2 2.0 0 6 2 2.0
Unit tit
Unit 113
Unit 114
Basement Des lotion 05f Osf 0sf 0sf
Basement Finished Rooms Osf 0sf 0sf 0sf
Functiona Utility None None None None
Reatingeooling FWA/Central FWA/Central FWA/Central FWA/Central

2 Energy Efficient Lems None None None None
a. Parking 2dw 2dw lcpldw -2,500 lcpldw -2,500
4 Porc Patio/Deck Deck/CFStoop Patio/CFStoop 0 Deck/CFPorch 0 Patto/CFStoop 0

Fireplate None None 1 Fireplace -2,000 None
a_ Extras None None Fence -2,000 None
et DetachedBldnq None None None None
s filet Adjuslment (Total) W Li-

NetAdj. 0.7%
Grass Adj. 0.7%

$ 2,200

$ 332,200

U.IX]-
Net Adj. -5.6%
Gnose,* 14.4%

$ 20,350

$ 344,650

U. Ix_]-
Net Adj. -3.5%
%sect. 9.6%

17,250

$ 477,750

„,
w._,

Adjusied Sale Price
of Supplernental Sales

a
in ITEM SUBJECT SUPPLEMENTAL SALE et SUPPLEMENTAL SALE #2 SUPPLEMENTAL SALE #3

Date of Prier Sale/Transfer
Prion of Prior SalofTranster
Data Sources) FultonTax/Realist FultonTax/Realist FultonTax/Realist FultonTaxlRealist
Effective Date of Data Sources) 08/14/2018 08/14/2018 08/14/2018 08114/2018
Summary of Sales Compaxison Appeach: The appraiser made a positive 15K adiustment to comparables #2 & 3 since thev differed by
more than 10,000 sf in lot size from the sublett propertv. The appraiser made a 30K positive condition adiustment for
comparables #2 & 3 because thev were in superior condition to the subiect's site in that they had uranite countertogs, tile
backsplash and steinless steel appliances In their kitthans unlIke the sublett property. Bathrooms were a lusted on a per
fixture basis. A full bath has three fixtures. A half bath has two fixtures. For this report, each fixture is worth 51,000 Ail
bathrooms have been properly adiusted.

Fias the GLA chanqed by more than 15%? IX] Yes 1 .1No
Indteated Value lut: Sales Comparlson Approach:

0 z As Is Value: $ 333.000
rd

Z'

u.
a.

As Ronairod (Subie tol ValL 727 0 0
This addendum is made lamas is. 1j s u bj e c I to completion per plans and specilications on the basis of a hypothelical condition Mal the improvemenls have been
completed, D subject to the tollowIng repaire or alteratlons on the basis ot a hypothetIcal condition that the repaira or alterations have been completed, or
Dsubject to the folowing required inspection based on the extracrenary assomption that the condition or deficiency dues not require atteration or repair:

SoppwrAtal SeMs 123 ProiKedtehp [ohm. 6002U8727 mmearsbxem NYVADD_18 ØØ1e
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Dodd-Frank

Borrower: Larry Flat investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729

Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009

City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342

Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC

DODD-ERANK ACT AND APPRAISER INDEPENDENCE REquarmr.,...-T5 coNtruvicr
C:FRTIFIC Alt
in eerripkor ce *kb the Detti-rnset.Act cee Awe set IndopePeta rile 0.egareme.-ts, Naomi ser Natant-LC, wt. 'i-eriettien dent
ming parry arttViSal frein•gonenc COrtparrf, cett431 crat IN 1C4.)el Cetererele (001.NfiV aWItS01•KOR was corwers.: in
tottVliania atIP, the C•XlVrank dit as tee: as :ha AllWaiiiif lideotrdence beet.trenierts and ras me'. all et the riolicor,,,:

• AritraiSial tiv.'61 :LC vet Arn throiyat: the Notvig- heasyy that tt-c zooralso,- 4-,..1. s: ,ad the woraises ctftifb:atton e'as
a d adittatl fx` kereara be-,Preis:, i:: are Stact iri woith tilt ace.ea.selprcratery .1 lacred as or V* date tilt app-ao.er staiwil

the eparaiallr* Certekaeve- ens d'-at the kaplateef 1 C4 fte:Gettlia VMS CalTialt at 011 re •s fie *Waiter "eilaed the.
CtirWittblarettleSai ff*Ort

• aptvt...-tai Neeete rose er,rnriicv: with trtsetelsehrF reinitietervtree ;iv rerortiro WIMP watts eins Aril .:. .:(,,,r. - t--..<.-r nn:

• tre *praiser figs pain az a tee Mt Int is 1." re*aete raascelote Wd customary Par tivir aslairruent TAX% CLPTCIteity ano
neoerattir ite-ltAth d the Cere-tortv kteiterai NWitil !...1C it fee or4.1oos in any areCemottri•e atterts

• etc- went terinnto curate o, ;rout *AS time mo to me ar.r.ra WI ire ?''Jr' ercupw temp 1W p_rcriase trivia:tor% A.
COW P" ttra orreNaSt rentrXr. 4 oraiadedte the aagragies.n 11:Cordtere not!‘ tiPiall Intrds rule 1-Sa

- Appastii.flacieke. ,. Lte gets ter*.te.retite. from the ilpf ediS411 cha xmpSeted the a ave. eel r (part that th4 c!ettfvenis stet NAP-
r.•: epCxertax 1 td 'Jiro Pan are Wit relSed n the wr Mir. apcx'arsal tritl-Ctin0 lf:PAP

• A pro‘to! tistnc,•.te csexi•0 est thm A.4 had no Nr.....,31 io,,,:...t.Idee C•trctrer,, to the oazte rA et...Atm:Ian,: cants' ne4 :nett

teditATI ar.1344ria ft% 913 gicilliC &470C1 rtrOk0DY
• "D'et XarliSer has her? no Contact Nitti the ClierVerteer Or in anv teao *as likore-1,1 VI an., iftWeef oe,raeiri; re tr,o
wow/ protest to ettenneing yaittatitrt 4. tP.e sect Property

• WO P.M asteptIte. tF l.r.a. ipwalar: *rich et•utira dAt.',11Sure or xoptatiC3 fibre aria itCerree Mint!' Le W.itatfi t.MatiafiA
rarlic, , ienduitient oac net ailtwted to" AC4(3321 Piatarr to doom no or castober V a name c I D'ft acteraeter afiaatea .11
se acciaPenairt ‘ntS1 the nnat sieve,! pred.et Hat eiolvaead.

• A01111$)r :444-0:4-0 titiS perlormt0 at the soak discretan ,11 itiarra.-tai NaCion a rwtiw manta erntrt ggragrrnant
...iribing. c,tcets of quails,. raN4.1, cuporanco, caaraserarec, tusr. tome. 30.1ilehr ay. prefAeaty 9rueeainec. Ind F.:who-mares,

MINIM..

• ADVASigiNar.kn'S earkgr datatme 1 Cenii:ered CrroCfattarV airOfMat411 ara i flavor adViV90 Jaklied
• Appraisal Nate:ri rectitetc, appraiser% 'ea-: commtricatIN sit h tbe Lender Ciert and tto brtfrolettlWeiVertY offull. to

tet2iftr•0000. MIMI!' tear valatte.

• Aptez,:sal Nat:4n e. not tsoeed n .,...4"ek 'Sr A pail by any laNic-r. beaker, or twrespo-tin•.: :0 r: ng =notturitim Appnical

?wt.:c.v., is tel itextertiewl. 1.11.10tY•

To pnr.ont fraud end oricrotiorz of re aorta. ...axone Moon Lao: mermen-4 a cool of or wirimo ropc,to proe.deo bp the
tenaii lea II nievVriJu't .1piat :al liel.A.1 V 1&'.t.i . A .;er,.re u! as i icinst lit.t.ut.Lar ra i tat li.01 eillte LI,' V /LOX '.al Lie lifiVittliV
ta the c416I-alclitri lender. SOCCeitr.03, or assignee. Rom cattail Appra4a1Nation LLC to otita4) this r.ttormattrt.

ApciraiiSal Wien, Li..0
&D e. Gre-gon Cr SLAV 120
Cary. NC 17511
Tel iDGFC' 73t,OaCtt
Fax ..664; 22 T,M9

&Ka agrar&S.1) rati'.LOM
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Repair List

borrower: Larry Flat Investments LLC File No.: ANS300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

State: GA bp: 30342

Presented by:
Larry Piot inre4triwritat
ON S. Contrwood
Inglewood.. CA '90:402

Aviftworairta,r~ !IP.* 04.1.0-114. MT! e

Please contact:

taNatod C14 3111-61c496,1
to,1-1--ainytotp,ti oi 0,91ci

Dreaming Appraisals 5631 Hiram Lithla Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5068
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Repair Llst (Continued) 
Borrower: Larry Flot lnvestments LLC Fite No:ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wleuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
C隊Atlan加 
Lender: Fix & Fllp Flnanctn。, LLC

State; GA Zip: 30342
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Repair List (Continued)

Borrower: Larry Flat Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Filp Financing, LLC

State: GA Zip: 30342

Dreaming Appraisals 5831 Hiram Lithla Springs Rd, Powder Springs, GA 30127 678-524-5068
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Repair List (Contlnued)
Borrower: Lam] Flot Investments LLC ile No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W ~ma Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta Stale: GA Tip: 30342
Lender: Fix & FIlp Flnancing, LLC

Market Sarvey

Property A Pmtiorty R
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Repair List (Continued)

BorTower: Larry Flat Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Flx & Flip Financing, LLC
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, .
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..,

.
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. .
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Appraisal Nation's New Account Setup Form

Appraisal Nation
'New Account Setup Form Date:

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Company name: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

Address: 335 E. Maple Road City: Birmingham State: Mi Zip: 48009

Telephone number 248-672-9323 Secondary number Fax number: 1-866-709-8886
Contact for relationship: Jeffrey Jones Phone # 248-672-9323 Email address: jsjones@sfrloans.com

ORDERS CHECKLIST 

If multiple user accounts are needed please attach list, including name, email, & phone number for each user.

Contact person for orders: Phone #:
Jeffrey S Jones 248-672-9323 isjonesOstrioans.corn

▪ Expected monthly order volume: 10 per month and increasing

El Top 5 states by volume:

LOS System: El Encompass/Ellie Mae

EPORTS CHECKLIST 

▪ Official company name to be used in reports:

0 ReaIEC 0 Calyx

• Official company address to be used in reports:

Email address:

Other (specify) Dealkeeper

Delay delivery to borrow 48 hrs (automatic delivery to borrower can be delayed 1-72 hours)

0 Deliver pdf copy of appraisal to borrower (via email) ?: 0 Yes 0 No Confirmation Delivery Receipt?: 0 Yes ❑ No

Appraisal Nation, LLC 500 Gregson Drive, Suite 120, Cary NC, 27511
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r Appraisal Nation's New Account Setup Form

Order Assionment Criteria 

Please rank from 1 to 5, 1 being most important, the criteria you would like to be used when assigning orders to appraisers:

07_ Custom Panel 3 Proximity to subject property 2 Appraisal Nation's appraiser ranking 4 Appraiser fee
Expected time to retum appraisal order

Order ftatus Notifications 

Please indicate which status notification emails you would like to we've for your orders:

1:3 Scheduled El Rescheduled Inspected El Left Message E No Answer E] On Hold E Request for Revisions
PAYMENTS CHECKUST (can check both)

• invoicing: Do invoices need approval: if yes who can authorize invoices:

Credit Card: Supplied on order form (form can be provided to you by Appraisal Nation):

'Accounting Department Contact Information:

Contact Name: Lisa Barbour Phone Number: 1-313-662-3575 Email Address: lbarbour@simongroupholdings.com

QUALITY CONTROL CHEAKLIST 

O States you are licensed to lend in: We are a Private Equity firm.
• List of investors: (complete Name and address)

1. Simon Group Holdings 335 E. Maple Road Birmingham, MI 48009

2.

3.

4.

op Is investor's name to be added in report No
Ej Special instructions needed by investors:

1. No

2.

3.

El Special Instructions for clients:

1.

2.

3.

❑ Do you have an underwriting checklist you would like our Quality Review department to review against each appraisal?
If so, please attach.

Check the following that are required on Conventional and FHA appraisals for you

Bo Compliance Certificate 0 Market Conditions CI Location Map 0 Sketch 0 Cost Approach 0 Flood Map
RH Interior photos, minimum

License ID Errors & Omissions ❑ Listings, # ❑ Other If others what:

Any other instructions or requirements needed: My le to obtain an AtV and ARV for anti proPenv I would 8ce the ARV to induda an income approach, a sake camp and replacement coat

Case 2:20-cv-11928-DPH-APP   ECF No. 1-7   filed 07/16/20    PageID.92    Page 3 of 4



Please select one of the following options for your appraisal reports: Appraisal requirements will vary, please specify below. V

If appraisal requirements vary, please provide additional information

If you require gridded comps for both values, please provide the number of comparables required for each value:

If ARV Value is required, will you provide the rehab budget/repair list? Yes

Will contact information for the inspection be provided with each order? Yes v

APPRAISER QUALIFICATIONS

Please indicate the qualification level required for your appraisals (Sleect only ONE option)

sZLicensed Real Property Appraiser:

Appraiser is qualified to appraise non-complex one to four units having a transaction value less than $1,000,000 and complex one to four
residential units having a transaction value less than $250,000.

Certified Residential Real Property Appraiser:

praiser is qualified to appraise one to four residential units without regard to value or complexity.

[21Certified General Real Property Appraiser:

Appraiser is qualified to appraise commercial properties and all types of real property.

*This form and all answers in it are confidential. It is to be used and intend o for Appraisf‘l ation and the above mentioned client.

6 ie 
Appraisal Nation Signature Da {{{{{{e

Appraisal Nation. LLC regson Drive, Suite 120, Cary NC, 27511
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I hope you are well.
I have attached a set up form for you to fill out and we will get you a user name and set up .

Cook forward to working with you .

Adam Seewald I Director of Valuations
Appraisal Nation, LLC

Phone: 919-916-7811
aseewald@appraisal-nation.com 

Top 50 Mortgage Service Providers In America 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email and/or attached document(s) may contain confidential material that is intended
only for the addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby advised that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of
any action in reliance upon the information is prohibited. If you, the reader of this message, are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution, replication, or communication of this message and any of its contents and/or attachments is strictly prohibited
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender immediately and delete it from 
your system. 

From: Jeffrey Jones [maiitoisiones@sfrloans.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:50 AM
To: Adam Seewald <aseewald@appraisal-nation.com>
Subject: FW: Galveston Report and Updates

Hi Adam:

I hope you had a great long weekend with your family and are fully recovered from the convention. It was great to meet
you and again thanks for the cocktails on the rooftop of our hotel.

Adam, I am very interested in pursuing a relationship with you and your firm to do the appraisals for my company. I have
attached an appraisal done through another AMC that is worthless to me. And it was delivered one week late to boot.

The PP for this property is $50,000. The rehab budget is $30,000 and the estimated ARV is $140,000. These are from my
client who is experienced and has done several deals with me in West Virginia in virtually the same area. I also have a
second appraisal from the same ACM that is also late and I fear will have the same results.

I can't charge my client for another appraisal so we will pick up the cost. Looking forward to hearing from you asap.
Thanks.

Jeff

Jeffrey S. Jones
Managing Director
SFRLoans.com
29623 Northwestern Highway Suite 2
Southfield, MI 48034

Phone: 248-672-9323
Efax: 866-709-8886
Email: isionesPsfrloans.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email and/or attached document(s) may contain confidential material that is intended 
only for the addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby advised that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of
any action in reliance upon the information is prohibited. If you, the reader of this message, are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution, replication, or communication of this message and any of its contents and/or attachments is strictly prohibited

d exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender immediately and delete it from 
ur system. 

From: Jeffrey Jones [mailto:isiones@sfrloans.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 2:26 PM
To: Adam Seewald <aseewald@appraisal-nation.com>
Subject: RE: Galveston Report and Updates

Hi Adam:

I have a couple of questions on your form. The "lender' is actually a private equity Fund managed by Mike's entity, SGH.
Our attorney has told us that we actually don't need a license to provide the funds to our clients. At this point the
"investing entity" will be an entity set up that is owned by my company and our client's entity 51/49. So title to the real
estate will be in an entity that is controlled by my management company for lack of a better way of saying it. Our JV with
the client spells out each others duties and the defaults that would then allow us to dispose of the asset.

The requirements are that we want an AIV and an ARV value. I want the appraiser to provide an Income approach, a
Market approach and a Replacement cost approach to the value of the house for the ARV value. You can suggest
something else if you want as I am open to discussing the requirements.

I need your assistance also in the qualification of the appraiser. As you know our main lending program is the 100%
investment from the Fund with the client only funding an app fee and the cost of the appraisal. My prior 30 year
experience is really in the commercial area and thus I am not certain of the three categories you list that I can check to

Dow the differences and the risks to my company of choosing one over the other.

Not sure what to list under Investors etc. either. Can you direct me a bit here as well?

I am also assuming we can change some of these parameters as needed down the road. Thanks.

Jeff

Jeffrey S. Jones
Managing Director
SFRLoans.com
29623 Northwestern Highway Suite 2
Southfield, MI 48034

Phone: 248-672-9323
Efax: 866-709-8886
Email: jsjones@sfrloans.com

From: Adam Seewald <aseewald@appraisal-nation.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 12:02 PM

Jeffrey Jones <jsiones@sfrioans.com>
bject: RE: Galveston Report and Updates

Hello Jeffery ,
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Walsh, Sean

om: Jeffrey Jones <jsjones@sfrloans.com>
ent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:46 AM

To: Walsh, Sean
Subject: FW: Galveston Report and Updates

[EXTERNAL]

From: Adam Seewald <aseewald@appraisal-nation.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 12:16 PM
To: Jeffrey Jones <jsjones@sfrloans.com>
Subject: RE: Galveston Report and Updates

I have a couple of questions on your form. The "lender" is actually a private equity Fund managed by Mike's entity, SGH.
Our attorney has told us that we actually don't need a license to provide the funds to our clients. At this point the
"investing entity" will be an entity set up that is owned by my company and our client's entity 51/49. So title to the real
estate will be in an entity that is controlled by my management company for lack of a better way of saying it. Our JV with
the client spells out each other's duties and the defaults that would then allow us to dispose of the asset.
That is fine with us we just want to know what you want the appraiser to list as the lender .

Cile requirements are that we want an AIV and an ARV value. I want the appraiser to provide an Income approach, a
arket approach and a Replacement cost approach to the value of the house for the ARV value. You can suggest

something else if you want as I am open to discussing the requirements.
We suggest that you have the as is and the ARV in the report and we have a great appraisal for that .

I need your assistance also in the qualification of the appraiser. As you know our main lending program is the 100%
investment from the Fund with the client only funding an app fee and the cost of the appraisal. My prior 30 year
experience is really in the commercial area and thus I am not certain of the three categories you list that I can check to
know the differences and the risks to my company of choosing one over the other.
Licensed or certified . Most are ok with Licensed because they can get the report done faster however if you are selling
the loan you might want certified because you don't know what their guidelines will be .

Not sure what to list under Investors etc. either. Can you direct me a bit here as well?
If you have investor money and we are already doing business with that investor we like to know then we can add those
items to the QC checklist. I think your investor is newer to the space and we have not done any work.

I am also assuming we can change some of these parameters as needed down the road. Thanks.
Yes absolutely if we need to make tweaks to the process we do it and then revisit it to see how it is working for you .

Adam Seewald Director of Valuations

Appraisal Nation, LLC

Phone: 919-916-7811

-/eewald@appraisal-nation.com 

Top 50 Mortgage Service Providers In America
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Repair List
Borrower: Larry Flot investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

State: GA Zip: 30342
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Repair List (Continued)
Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta State: GA Zip: 30342
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC
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Repair List (Continued)
Borrower: Larry Flot investments LLC File No.: ANS300729
Property Address:344 W Wleuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

State GA Zip: 30342
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Repair List (Continued)

Borrower: Larry Flot Investments LLC File No.: ANS-300729
Property Address:344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
City: Atlanta
Lender: Fix & Flip Financing, LLC

State: GA Zip: 30342
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Repalr List (Continued)
Sorrower Larry Flot Investments LLC rile No.: ANS-300729
Property Address: 344 W Wieuca Rd NE Case No.: 009
Cily: Atlanta
Lendet: Fix & Flip FInancing, LLC

State: GA Zp: 30342
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